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CPS Career and Technical Education

The mission of CPS Career and Technical Education is to ensure that high 
school students graduate prepared for success in college & careers. 

Prepare students through rigorous, industry-focused technical 
instruction and work-readiness training that prepares 
students for college and careers.

Integrate the district's college prep core; Expose students to 
viable college options, along with the scholarship 
opportunities, credentials, and networks that increase student 
access to these options.

Engage students in real-world, industry-relevant, hands-on 
work experience. Expose students to viable career options 
and networks that increase student access to these options.

CTE’s Primary Goals







Extensive research demonstrates that work-based learning 
can be instrumental in building students’ academic, technical 
and employability skills while promoting career awareness 
and network-building. 

Like all forms of educational intervention, work-based learning 
has critical success factors that unleash value. This guide will 
help teachers, students, businesses and community partners 
develop and manage programs to maximum student benefit.

CTE’s Work-Based Learning Aims



CTE Work-Based Learning Guide

Work-Based Learning is the common term used for school programs providing 
real-world, industry-relevant, hands-on work experience. 

Section One

Four Key Elements of All Work-Based Learning

Work-Based Learning Alignment

Work-Based Learning Metrics

Section Two

Planning and Organizing Resources

• Career Expositions

• Career After School Programs

• Site Visits

• Guest Speakers

• Project Based Learning

• Service Learning

• Job Shadows

• Internships

• Cooperative Education

Section Three

Additional Resources

• Dress Codes

• Student-Host Conversation Starters

• Mentoring

• Career Coaching
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4 Key Elements Of Work-Based Learning

Work-Based Learning is packaged in various forms and educational models, 
but all programs share a core set of success factors that are non-negotiable.

WBL 
SUCCESS 
FACTORS

DOING WORK 
THAT MATTERS 
TO SOMEONE

DOING WORK 
WITH ADULTS 

WHO CARE

DOING WORK 
THAT IS 

CHALLENGING

COMPENSATION 
IS TIED TO REAL 
MARKET VALUE

Each work-based learning activity will target a different set of goals, program 
operations and metrics of accountability. Yet, all programs are distinguished by 
a few key “make or break” success factors.  Even the most elaborate, expensive 
programs with hundreds of business partners will not be successful if these 
features are missing or misaligned. 



Work-Based Learning Alignment

9TH GROUP SERVICE LEARNING PROJECT
SITE VISITS

WBL components should be designed to produce the highest return on skills 
improvement by aligning activities to a student’s developmental pathway.

10TH INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PROJECT 
GUEST SPEAKERS
PROJECT-BASED LEARNING

11TH JOBS SHADOWS 
INTERNSHIPS
GUEST SPEAKERS
PROJECT-BASED LEARNING

12TH CO-OP GUEST 
SPEAKERS
PROJECT-BASED 
LEARNING

8TH CAREER EXPOS, SITE VISITS
CAREER–THEMED AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAMS
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Work-Based Learning Metrics

WBL is measured against the same key performance indicators as any other 
CPS or CTE program.  This ensures relevance of all programming. 



 CTE Program Metrics

The following CTE program metrics are measured during 
program years and after high school graduation.

 Improved academic, technical and employability skills

 Increased awareness of career options & pathways

 Increased awareness of educational options & pathways

 Improved career and post-secondary goal planning

 Increased CTE program retention rates

 Increased high school retention rates

 Increased high school graduation rates

 Increased post-secondary enrollment

 Increased job placement

 Increased earnings

CTE Student Skill Metrics

The following are CTE student skill development metrics and 
are measured during program years.

Academic Skills: 
Core Academic Grades and Standardized Tests

Technical Skills: 
Course Grades and Annual Skills Assessments

Employability Skills:
Fundamental, Social, Problem Solving, Computer



Career Expositions

GOAL: EXPOS ACTIVATE CAREER BRAINWAVES

• Bring students face-to-face with professionals to help them plan their futures and make better educational choices
• Provide students with career exploration activities that are hands-on or provide interactive demonstration
• Provide students with first-hand knowledge of a career rather than solely book and internet data
• Provide detailed understanding of career pathways and programs of study not just high level industry data
• Help students investigate occupations and career fields aligned to specific interests and skills
• Educate students, parents, and communities on the reality of current and projected career markets
• Provide a connection between academics and real world career interests and requirements 

PROGRAM: MAKING YOUR EXPO HIGH IMPACT

 Expo program features target a measurable increase in career exploration outcomes, not just attendance numbers
 Programs proactively engage both students and their parents, guardians or adult mentors
 Students should be engaged from the beginning in the selection and design of expo programs
 Programs are a mix of cluster-based activities and general career and educational planning activities
 Career cluster programs are mainly facilitated by persons from industry and higher education alongside teachers
 Program activities are interactive and require hands-on involvement from students; programs link academics to careers
 Cluster presentations and discussions focus on distinguishing between occupations in a particular cluster- not just the 

basics of the overall cluster; highlight occupations across a wide variety of educational requirements (diploma, 
credential, or degree)

 Program activities provide specific career pathway details including pathways of study versus only high level 
occupational overviews; good to have brochures from specific institutes of higher education and training

 Students have opportunity to speak one-on-one with facilitators; recruit enough industry volunteers from each cluster 
to ensure a low ratio of student-to-industry representative 

 Students and parents (mentors) are provided direction on taking advantage of expo prior to attending and at entry
 Students track their participation on an activity sheet developed for this specific expo, not a generic form 
 Students have opportunity to reflect and debrief with a teacher or counselor within a week of the event

MANAGEMENT: EXPO PLANNING ELEMENTS AND MILESTONES

□ Expo is developed and managed by an experienced events coordinator; should not simply be added to the workload of 
a teacher, coach or counselor

□ Program design teams include students, parents, teachers, counselors, industry reps and college reps
□ Program teams meet monthly, elect a manager; manager ensures team members have explicit assignments
□ Expo Sponsors secured minimum 9 months prior
□ Expo Partners secured minimum 6 months prior
□ Invitation to teachers sent 9 months prior 
□ Invitation to students & parents sent at 3 months, 1 month and 1 week prior; evidence shows that the more invites you 

send to parents, the more likely they are to attend school events
□ All attempts should be made to source an adult mentor for each particular student when a parent is not available
□ Program schedule confirmed and expo brochure/handout developed minimum 1 month prior to expo
□ Incentive programs used to ensure attendance, door registration and survey completion; student names are entered 

into raffle at registration and again at survey completion
□ Students and parents (adult mentors) register at door; provided an expo program brochure
□ Students complete an interest form at end of expo for future engagement activities; student should be provided 

complimentary bag to collect expo resources (opportunity for sponsor branding)
□ All students and parents are followed-up with by mail with resources on CTE program options

Career Expos engage students in interactive career exploration 
versus career fairs that connect students to job leads.



National Career Expo Examples 

The 21st Century Education Foundation, Inc. hosts an annual Career Expo to bring today’s students face-
to-face with real life careers to help them plan their futures. The Anne Arundel County CAREER EXPO
2011 is a one-day opportunity for local businesses and government to spotlight selected careers for the
county’s middle and high school students. It is also an opportunity for students to talk directly with
prospective business and government employers to learn about career opportunities in Anne Arundel
County, Maryland.

The goal of the Broward College Career Expo is for the 1000 high school participants to walk away with an 
idea of what career they’d like to pursue and an understanding of the path required to reach the goal, 
including how long it will take and how much it will cost. The Leadership Broward education committee 
also partnered with the college to provide workshops for the students attending the Expo in topics such 
as financial literacy.

The South Texas Career EXPO differs from a traditional "College Day" program. The program involves a
hands-on, browse format for specific career disciplines in which actual instructors, business or industry
personnel present demonstrations. The goal is to provide a more comprehensive overview of the
required course work and future career opportunities. Presenters who bring actual equipment and
resources to demonstrate are extremely successful in attracting students to their program. The goal of
the South Texas Career EXPO is to educate students, parents, and communities about the reality of
tomorrow's career market. Too often a student ends up in a degree program or with a completed degree
that does not lead to their desired career.

The Juneau School District hosts a Career Expo Day with over 160 professionals representing more than
77 businesses and agencies, who share their career and work experiences with high school students and
staff. Planning committee members included Rotary Clubs, Juneau Workforce Consortium, and the
Career and Technical Education of Juneau School District. Many agencies and businesses donate door
prizes for a scavenger hunt activity.

In Virginia, the Floyd T. Binns Middle School Career Expo for 8th graders allowed for students to have
exposure to first-hand knowledge of various employment fields. This exposure and knowledge turns the
numbers on a math test into a way of life or the words in a social studies text book into a dream. At one
table was a rocket scientist, while just a few tables over from him was a cosmetologist. A few rows back
stood the commonwealth’s attorney, a few tables down from him the editor of the Star-Exponent. These
are just some of the 26 careers to which students were exposed.

School systems from across the nation host Career Expos in partnership with 
colleges, foundations, industry, government, and communities.

Phoenix Arizona’s Sky’s the Limit CTE Career Expo provides a dynamic, interactive learning environment
where students and community members can explore Career & Technical Education Programs, career
options and job opportunities to be competitive in the ever-changing economy. Through collaborative
efforts between K-12 education, community colleges, universities and businesses, attendees will learn
the importance of career exploration, career development plans and lifelong learning.



Site Visit Planning for CTE Staff

Site visits are one-day career explorations where students 
engage in a 360° survey of a work setting.

GOAL:  CAREER INSPIRATION AND INSIGHT

• Provide students with career experiences outside the classroom to ground learning in a real-work context
• Provide new environments to challenge group and individual learning
• Provide an opportunity for youth and industry volunteers to get to know each other outside constraints of a classroom
• Provide a window into a career’s culture that is not possible within a school/classroom environment
• Allow teachers to learn along with their students and closely observe the strengths of their students
• Exposure for lower income and ESL learners whose experiences may be limited by economic and cultural factors

PROGRAM: A DAY “ON” NOT “OFF”

 Explicitly design site visit to support curriculum goals and take advantage of the uniqueness of the setting
 Site visit should have a structure and allow for learning as well as social interaction; not just a building tour
 Hosts and site facilitators should be engaging as well as credible source of career and industry information
 Students are required to wear site-appropriate dress and maintain a professional demeanor during entire site visit
 There are direct consequences for students who do not act professionally during site visit

MANAGEMENT: IT’S ALL ABOUT POSITIVE PEOPLE AND PREPARATION

Planning cycle ideally occurs over a minimum 4-month timeframe to ensure all parties have time to recruit volunteers, schedule 
space, and secure financial resources. CTE coordinator is responsible for taking the lead on project management, serving as a
support unit for the host.

□ Host organization identifies point-person to serve as site visit coordinator; ideally organization asks for enthusiastic 
volunteer versus randomly assigning an employee who may or may not be committed

□ Host Coordinator recruits volunteer site visit planning committee representing various units of the organization
□ CTE coordinator identifies two or three students to serve as Site Visit Ambassadors who co-facilitate planning sessions, co-

manage execution of site visit, and make day-of site introductions between students and host representatives
□ CTE coordinator meets with host team to review CTE program specifics and desired site visit outcomes; CTE will work with 

Host team to design a program agenda that supports curriculum goals and also takes advantage of the uniqueness of the 
work setting

□ Host and CTE develop and document site visit goals, objectives and outcomes
□ Host and CTE identify “opportunity stops” within the organization where students will receive different contextualized 

information on particular occupations and operations
□ Host and CTE design hands-on activities that will take place at the opportunity stops; fewer stops with more hands-on 

activities are better than multiple stops with only superficial content review
□ Host and CTE develop a clear agenda and timeline for day’s activity
□ Host and CTE develop supplemental materials such as student activity sheet
□ Host and CTE address meal issues if visit coincides with a meal time
□ Host and CTE develop budget and clarify which expenses are to be covered by the school or host
□ Host recruits additional volunteers to support activities increasing the networking effect
□ CTE will work with coordinator to provide host volunteer training and orientation to ensure that volunteers feel prepared to 

support and lead site visit
□ Host and CTE communicate clearly and regularly before the event; confirm all logistics the day before
□ Prior to visit, teachers orient students to the setting, agenda and learning objectives; students conduct independent 

research and  develop 3 questions to ask the site coordinator or facilitator
□ Site visit starts on time and keeps to the schedule
□ Celebration occurs at end of session providing positive closure and time for reflection
□ Host provides feedback to CTE using site visit survey and phone visit



Site Visit Planning for Host

Site visits are one-day career explorations where students 
engage in a 360° survey of a work setting.

GOAL:  CAREER INSPIRATION AND INSIGHT

• Provide students with career experiences outside the classroom to ground learning in a real-work context
• Provide new environments to challenge group and individual learning
• Provide an opportunity for youth and industry volunteers to get to know each other outside constraints of a classroom
• Provide a window into a career’s culture that is not possible within a school/classroom environment
• Allow teachers to learn along with their students and closely observe the strengths of their students
• Exposure for lower income and ESL learners whose experiences may be limited by economic and cultural factors

MANAGEMENT: IT’S ALL ABOUT POSITIVE PEOPLE AND PREPARATION

Planning cycle ideally occurs over a minimum 4-month timeframe to ensure all parties have time to recruit volunteers, 
schedule space, and secure financial resources. CTE coordinator is responsible for taking the lead on project management 
serving as a support unit for the host.

□ Host organization identifies point-person to serve as site visit coordinator; ideally organization asks for enthusiastic 
volunteer versus randomly assigning an employee who may or may not be committed

□ Host Coordinator recruits volunteer site visit planning committee representing various units of the organization
□ CTE coordinator identifies two or three students to serve as Site Visit Ambassadors who co-facilitate planning sessions, 

co-manage execution of site visit, and make day-of site introductions between students and host representatives
□ CTE coordinator meets with host team to review CTE program specifics and desired site visit outcomes; CTE will work 

with Host team to design a program agenda that supports curriculum goals and also takes advantage of the uniqueness 
of the work setting

□ Host and CTE develop and document site visit goals, objectives and outcomes
□ Host and CTE identify “opportunity stops” within the organization where students will receive different contextualized 

information on particular occupations and operations
□ Host and CTE design hands-on activities that will take place at the opportunity stops; fewer stops with more hands-on 

activities are better than multiple stops with only superficial content review
□ Host and CTE develop a clear agenda and timeline for day’s activity
□ Host and CTE develop supplemental materials such as student activity sheet
□ Host and CTE address meal issues if visit coincides with a meal time
□ Host and CTE develop budget and clarify which expenses are to be covered by the school or host
□ Host recruits additional volunteers to support activities increasing the networking effect
□ CTE will work with coordinator to provide host volunteer training and orientation to ensure that volunteers feel 

prepared to support and lead site visit
□ Host and CTE communicate clearly and regularly before the event; confirm all logistics the day before
□ Prior to visit, teachers orient students to the setting, agenda and learning objectives; students conduct independent 

research and  develop 3 questions to ask the site coordinator or facilitator
□ Site visit starts on time and keeps to the schedule
□ Celebration occurs at end of session providing positive closure and time for reflection
□ Host provides feedback to CTE using site visit survey and phone visit

EVALUATION: CONTINUOUS STUDENT IMPROVEMENT

 Host will be provided a link to an online survey that measures student performance and program quality.  Evaluation 
results are used to address individual student performance, class performance as well as program quality. CTE is 
committed continuous improvement of students and schools.



Career After School Programs

Students engaged in high quality after school programs  
are more likely to succeed in school, work and life.

GOAL: ACADEMICS INTO ACTION

• Bridge the academic rigor of the school day into scaffolded, interest-based programs where student activate their 
learning through engaging and enriching activities

• Strengthen a student’s academic, technical and employability skills
• Increase circumstances that promote healthy youth behaviors and decrease high risk behaviors
• Foster positive and sustained youth relationships with adults and peers - developing a sense of community
• Foster high expectations and leadership skills by focusing on project-based learning supervised by caring adults

EVIDENCE: MORE THAN GETTING KIDS OFF THE STREET

• Youth who participate in after-school programs improve significantly in three major areas: feelings and attitudes, 
indicators of behavioral adjustment, and school performance. (Durlak, J. A., & Weissberg, R. P. 2007)

• One meta-analysis of 35 studies reported that the test scores of low-income, at-risk youth improved significantly in 
both reading and mathematics after they participated in after school programs (Lauer et al., 2006).

• Students in a statewide after school program in California improved their standardized test scores (SAT-9) in both 
reading and math by percentages almost twice that of other students. (University of California Irvine, May 2001)

• Children in the Quantum Opportunities after-school program were half as likely to drop out of high school, and 2.5 
times more likely to pursue higher education. (Fight Crime: Invest in Kids 2000)

• Teens who do not participate in after-school programs are nearly 3 times more likely to skip classes or use marijuana 
or other drugs; they are more likely to drink alcohol, smoke cigarettes and engage in sexual activity. (YMCA, 2001)

• After the implementation of San Diego 6 to 6 program, the San Diego Police Department's 2001 report indicated that 
juvenile arrests during after-school hours were down 13.1%. Additionally, the rates of juveniles as victims of violent 
crime during after school hours decreased 11.7% from the previous year. (Ferrin & Amick, 2002)

PROGRAM QUALITIES: AFTER SCHOOL IS STILL “SCHOOL”

 SEQUENTIAL: Program presents a sequenced set of activities to achieve skill objectives; it takes time and effort to 
develop new behavior and complex skills should be broken down into smaller steps and mastered sequentially

 ACTIVE: Program uses active forms of learning requiring youth to act on the material; after receiving basic instruction, 
youth should practice new behaviors and receive performance feedback; continue cycle until master

 FOCUSED: Program has at least one component focused on developing personal or social skills; explicitly identify what 
skills students are expected to learn versus focusing on generalities

 EXPLICIT: Program targets specific technical or academic skills; clear, specific objectives rather than general ones

Durlak, J. A., & Weissberg, R. P. (2007). The impact of after-school programs that promote personal and social skills. Chicago, IL: Collaborative for 
Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning.

MANAGEMENT: MAKING FUN INTO SMART IS NO EASY TASK

□ Program Designers must lay out sequenced activities that should be laid out in lesson plans or program manuals
□ Program recruiters targeting at-risk and low income youth must make additional efforts in marketing and outreach
□ Program recruiters must identify the desires and needs of students and match them to aligned programs
□ Program recruiters must stay in communication with youth after registration to ensure first day attendance
□ Program managers must realize their role as a consistent and supportive adult is critical to the learning process
□ Program managers must realize that building strong peer relationships is critical to learning specific skills
□ Program managers programs should ensure enough time for skill development; sufficient time and attention must be 

devoted to any task for learning occur; mastery should take precedence over generalities 
□ Program managers must stay in communication with youth after start of program to ensure retention
□ Program managers should survey exiting students and incorporate feedback to improve program from year to year



Career-Based After School Programs in Chicago

Better Boys Foundation’s Journeys in Film is a 6-week introductory film studies and film making course.
Students will study a body of films in various genres and work collaboratively to script, film, and edit a
short documentary film that explores the North Lawndale community from the youth perspective.

Lawndale Business & Local Development Corp’s Digital Connectors is a computer hardware and technical 
support program for teens interested in obtaining leadership and job readiness skills through technology. 
The group provides support and members act as technology ambassadors for over 3000 residents who 
are included in the Lawndale Wireless Community Network.

Association House’s Finding a Voice is a creative writing workshop in which participants learn the value of
different written forms as outlets for expression. Teens learn various elements of the creative writing
process, from free-writing, journaling, editing, publishing, and reading their works. This workshop
provides insight into the ways one can express identity through writing: teens learn how to workshop
and evaluate work in a peer group, give and receive valuable feedback about work, and read their works
publicly as well as publish it in a magazine.

After School Programs provide a critical link between school and the real world. 
Students engage with adults, peers and communities to explore their career interests. 

Street-Level Youth Media educates Chicago's urban youth in media arts and emerging technologies for
use in self-expression, communication, and social change. Street-Level's programs build critical thinking
skills for young people who have been historically neglected by public policy makers and mass media.
Using video and audio production, computer art and the Internet, Street-Level's youth address
community issues, access advanced communication technology and gain inclusion in our information-
based society.

Design Build Grow Eat is a Voice of the City program that instructs teens to use architectural design and 
landscape skills to construct a community/educational garden for Monroe Elementary. These professional 
skills are presented to the teens with the intention of being used to improve their surrounding 
community.

Chicago West Community Music Center’s Business of Music is designed to give students the experience
and exposure of taking their musical talents and turning them into marketable skills they can use to find
work in the arts. Students will develop easily transferable skills as musicians, songwriters, dancers, actors
and business professionals.

The Center on Halsted’s "What's Cooking" Culinary Program educates youth about the importance of
nutrition and physical well-being. Working alongside professional chefs, program participants acquire
marketable skills that bolster their employability.

Crane Technical Preparatory High School’s Young Entrepreneurs Program teaches teens basic business
skills through hands-on interactive engagement. Youth have an opportunity to operate a small business,
meet leading business professionals and improve their communication, writing and technology skills
through public speaking, research and business-plan related assignments.



Guest Speaker Programs

Guest Speakers bridge school to life by linking classroom 
content to front-line market knowledge and dynamics.

GOAL: AN HOUR CAN CHANGE EVERYTHING

• Direct, informative engagement with a person from industry, college or community
• Expand the professional networks of students traditionally isolated from direct contact with members of industry and high 

education
• Expand the mental boundaries of students who may not see themselves as an asset to industry, community or higher 

education

PROGRAM: FROM LECTURE TO LEARNING

 Set clear goals for what the speaker is supposed to accomplish during the speaking engagement
 Align speaker goals to key curriculum or career preparation activities so that students see relevance of the speaker
 Do research to choose appropriate speakers who are knowledgeable and engaging; not every person who volunteers to 

speak should be invited unless there is a direct connection to program content and that the volunteer has valuable insights 
that drive student and program goals

 Ensure a significant portion of time is allocated for Q & A rather than lecture; if there is an opportunity for hands-on 
activities or experiments; this will increase the impact of the speaking engagement

 Require students to do research on the guest speaker prior to attendance and have each student prepare 1-3 questions
 Students are required to wear appropriate dress and maintain a professional demeanor during entire site visit
 Allow time for a debrief after the speaker has left – reflection has significant impact on retention of learning
 Have direct consequences for students who do not act professionally during site visit

MANAGEMENT: PLANNING A POWER HOUR

□ Begin planning for a speaker event at least two months in advance, and set clear goals for the event
□ In your invitation to speakers, provide overview of CTE program and be clear about what you want them to discuss
□ Talk with your guest about the goals for the class and the material to cover, including planning for media presentations
□ Develop a clear agenda with times for the event; do not change dates unless there is an emergency  
□ Plan time for a Q & A period; think of creative ways to encourage audience participation
□ Assign student to act as host; host prepares a small bio, meets speaker upon arrival, and makes classroom introduction; 

student should practice introduction with teacher prior to day of event
□ Obtain the electronic files for the presentation and upload in advance of the meeting 
□ Communicate clearly and regularly with the speaker before the event; the day before remind guest of the date and time
□ Have speaker decide whether to make their contact information known to the class for use in follow-up questions
□ Prior to speaker arriving, set up all electronic media and distribute printed presentation materials 
□ Arrange for student host to meet speaker at school’s front office; do not have speaker looking for classroom on their own 
□ It is essential to keep to exact confirmed time; teacher should stop all other activities 5 minutes prior to speaker arrival and

settle class;  student should be waiting at front office at least 5 minutes prior to arrival
□ Student host brings speaker to classroom and introduces speaker providing name, background and speaking topic
□ Make sure your guest speaker has the necessary equipment to participate such as computer, headset, Internet connection
□ Have student host keep time; before the event, have host devise a system to let the speaker know when time is running out
□ Prepare to have technical support during the presentation so that students do not lose time due to technical difficulty
□ If your speaker is attending multiple speaking engagements at school, allow breaks in between speaking engagements.
□ Have host walk speaker back to the entrance and thank them
□ Debrief with class and document feedback to provide to speaker
□ Have host and teacher send an email  thank you note to the speaker within 24 hours; teacher should include any specific 

feedback from classroom debrief; all student correspondence should be proofread by teacher
□ Have host write a hand-written thank you note within 7 day; Offer opportunity for other students to send notes
□ Report the success of your event to the principal, CTE program coordinator and other school staff



Project-Based Learning

Student-directed investigations that are complex in 
nature and have no pre-determined correct answer.

GOAL: CREATE LIVING CLASSROOMS

• Organize learning around projects that include complex tasks based on challenging questions or problems that involve 
students in design, problem solving, decision-making  or investigative activities

• Allow students to take the lead, making critical choices and decisions in a supported learning environment
• Train students to draw on multiple disciplines to solve problems and deepen understanding
• Require students to develop and demonstrate essential skills and knowledge
• Build in opportunities for reflection and self-assessment

PROGRAM: PROJECTS LIBERATE TEXTBOOK CONTENT

 Centrality:  the project is the central teaching strategy; students encounter and learn the central concepts of the subject 
via the project; projects in which students learn things that are outside the curriculum are not applicable; projects that 
simply serve to provide illustrations, examples, additional practice, or practical applications for material taught initially by
direct classroom instruction are not applicable

 Driving question: the project is focused on questions or problems that "drive" students to encounter (and struggle with) 
the central concepts and principles of a discipline; definition of the project (for students) must be crafted to make a 
connection between activities and the underlying conceptual knowledge

 Constructive Investigations: an investigation is a goal-directed process that involves inquiry, knowledge building, and 
resolution; the central activities of the project must involve the transformation and construction of knowledge (by 
definition: new understandings, new skills) by students; investigations may be design, decision-making, problem-finding, 
problem-solving, discovery, or model-building processes

 Autonomy: the project is not, in the main, teacher-led, scripted, or packaged; laboratory exercises and instructional 
booklets are not examples of PBL, even if they are problem-focused and central to the curriculum; projects do not end up 
at a predetermined outcome or take predetermined paths; projects incorporate a good deal more student autonomy, 
choice, unsupervised work time

 Realism: the project incorporates real-life challenges where the focus is on authentic (not simulated) problems or 
questions and where solutions have the potential to be implemented
Thomas, John W. Ph. D, A Review of Research on Project-based Learning, March, 2000

MANAGEMENT: SUPPORTING EDUCATIONAL SELF-SUFFICIENCY

□ Teachers are trained in new management strategies that focus on sustaining student autonomy and motivation
□ Project rubrics are designed to demand academic, technical and employability skill development 
□ Project scenarios are evaluated to ensure alignment to learning guidelines and are not simply team class assignments
□ Explicit approval is given by principal and CTE program coordinator to use PBL to augment standardized curriculum
□ A range of scaffolds is in place from teachers, peers, and technology that will aid students in the process; this can include

workshops on information gathering, team building, problem-solving
□ Teachers ensure proper time is allotted for the completion of the project according to the established requirements; 

learning decreases when students are hurried through learning and project stages
□ There should be a concrete kick-off to the project-based learning cycle
□ Phase 1, teachers ensure that students question the validity of their original question before jumping into investigation
□ Phase 2, teachers ensure that students create research designs that are adequate to answer their driving questions
□ Phase 3, teachers ensure that students develop complete plans for data collection
□ Phase 4, teachers ensure that students carry out plan systematically
□ Phase 5, teachers ensure that students use data to substantiate their conclusions versus using personal opinion
□ Host a presentation of learning  at close of project; parents and industry partners should be invited to attend
□ Report the success of your event to the principal, CTE program coordinator and other school staff



Project-Based Learning Examples 

Project-Based Learning programs exist across hundreds of academic subjects 
and career clusters. Many provide professional development for teachers. 

The Oracle Education Foundation (OEF) provides ThinkQuest as a free service to K-12 schools globally.
ThinkQuest is a protected, online learning platform that enables teachers to integrate learning projects into
their classroom curriculum and students to develop 21st century skills. It includes:
• ThinkQuest Projects: A project environment where teachers and students engage in collaborative learning
• ThinkQuest Competition: A competition space where students participate in technology contests
• ThinkQuest Library: The world's largest online repository of student-developed learning projects
• ThinkQuest Professional Development: A comprehensive training offering for educators

The Jason Project is a nonprofit educational organization designed to inspire students to a lifelong passion 
for learning in science, math, and technology. Founded by oceanographer Robert D. Ballard, Jason involves 
students and teachers in hands-on, real world scientific discovery. Jason’s interdisciplinary science program, 
Expeditions, enables middle-school students to participate in real, standards-based, multidisciplinary 
research directed by leading scientists. For educators, Jason provides the content and tools to effectively 
teach middle-grade science. 

The North Coast Rural Challenge Network’s 'Voices of the Valley' is a nationally recognized oral history
project in which Anderson Valley High School students preserve their town's stories in annual volumes of
books and audio compact discs. In 1997, a group of eight seventh graders had a schedule glitch that gave
them a free period. Mitch Mendosa, their teacher, challenged them to use the time to create a
meaningful project that contributed significantly to the school and community. After much debate, they
decided to create an Anderson Valley oral history.

Math Matters provides Project-Based Learning (PBL) instruction, structure, and ongoing support for math
teachers in southeastern Indiana. The goal of Math Matters is to help teachers improve student
achievement in math through rigorous, authentic projects that prepare students for the demands of the
twenty-first century.

The WEB Project is a non-profit organization devoted to innovative, project-based learning in the arts,
humanities, and social sciences by people of all ages. Collaboration, community engagement, and
technology form our most powerful tools. The WEB Project is partnering with several teacher groups and
community-based organizations to connect technology and learning with wider goals such as economic
development, heritage, and the artistic celebration of rural living.

New Technology High School in Napa, California. gets students working on long-term projects that may
include a written essay, development of a website, and a PowerPoint presentation or photo essay.
Students present their work in an oral report, either individually or with the group involved. Computer
technology and Internet savvy are part of the process, along with time-management skills and group
collaboration.

Adobe Youth Voices provides breakthrough learning experiences using video, multimedia, digital art, web,
animation, and audio tools that enable youth to explore and comment on their world. Adobe Youth Voices
Essentials is a set of open curricula and resources for educators to create breakthrough learning experiences
for the young people they teach. Based on the best practices of the Adobe Youth Voices Program, these
tools help empower youth to better communicate their ideas, exhibit their potential and take action in their
communities.



SERVICE LEARNING MISSION AND GOALS

• Definition: Service-learning is a powerful, hands-on teaching and learning strategy that integrates meaningful service and 
classroom content. The process creates authentic learning opportunities while teaching civic responsibility through 
service to others with reciprocal benefits for all involved.

• Mission: Service-learning will deepen and extend classroom instruction for CPS high school students in all subject areas 
to improve academic achievement, build social skills, and develop civic skills and attitudes. Through participation in 
curriculum-integrated service-learning projects, students will have opportunities to work toward the common good as 
they develop a strong sense of social responsibility and civic awareness. 

• Goals: All schools generate opportunities for classroom-integrated service-learning experiences with students. All 
students participate actively in service-learning experiences to build higher order academic skills, strengthen 
relationships, and develop civic skills. Community organizations partner with schools to provide authentic service-
learning experiences. 

• Core Educational Criteria: Investigation, Planning, Action, Reflection, Demonstration

SERVICE-LEARNING GRADUATION REQUIREMENT: CLASSROOM INTEGRATED SERVICE PROJECTS

Beginning with the 2010-11 academic year, a cohort of opt-in CPS high schools will provide support and guidance to enable all
students to complete a revised project-oriented service-learning graduation requirement. The graduation requirement for all
high school students will be the completion of three substantive, high quality service-learning projects during their four years in
high school. These projects will create the foundation for continued civic engagement during high school, college and beyond.

Service Learning provided students a chance impact the issues they care about, in their own way, with their own voice.

CTE COMMITMENT TO SERVICE LEARNING

CTE values service learning as a critical component to a student’s educational development. Service learning is one of the 
most powerful forms of work-based learning due to its ability to drive academic, technical, employability and 
social/emotional development outcomes. CTE is positioning service learning at the 9th and 10th grades to intervene at a 
critical time when students are beginning to question the value of their education in the real world. CTE believes service 
learning can help students connect how classroom curriculum, both academic and technical, can directly impact social 
issues in their own community. As students begin to see themselves as active change agents not passive recipients, they 
will be less likely to drop out. 

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

CTE is excited to harness the passion, commitment and intelligence of its students towards well-structured, well-
researched service learning projects.  Building quality community relationships will be critical to the success of this service 
learning vision.  CTE is unique in that its students are enrolled in career programs where they are learning specific 
technical skills related to a industry occupation. CTE looks to source and develop service learning projects that align to 
these occupations making the direct connection between career and community development. 

CTE Service Learning

Action-based citizen education where students directly impact 
community as well as their own self development. 



Service Learning at CPS

Action-based citizen education where students directly 
impact community as well as their own self development. 

SERVICE LEARNING MISSION AND GOALS

• Definition: Service-learning is a powerful, hands-on teaching and learning strategy that integrates meaningful service and 
classroom content. The process creates authentic learning opportunities while teaching civic responsibility through service 
to others with reciprocal benefits for all involved.

• Mission: Service-learning will deepen and extend classroom instruction for CPS high school students in all subject areas to 
improve academic achievement, build social skills, and develop civic skills and attitudes. Through participation in 
curriculum-integrated service-learning projects, students will be have opportunities to work toward the common good as 
they develop a strong sense of social responsibility and civic awareness. 

• Goals: All schools generate opportunities for classroom-integrated service-learning experiences with students. All students 
actively participate in service-learning experiences to build higher order academic skills, strengthen relationships, and 
develop civic skills. Community organizations partner with schools to provide authentic service-learning experiences. 

• Core Educational Criteria: Investigation, Planning, Action, Reflection, Demonstration

SERVICE-LEARNING GRADUATION REQUIREMENT: CURRICULUM INTEGRATED SERVICE PROJECTS

Beginning with the 2010-11 academic year, a cohort of opt-in CPS high schools will provide support and guidance to enable all
students to complete a revised project-oriented service-learning graduation requirement. The graduation requirement for all
high school students will be the completion of three substantive, high quality service-learning projects during their four years in
high school. These projects will create the foundation for continued civic engagement during high school, college and beyond.

KEY PROJECT ELEMENTS

 Content Connection – All projects have a clear connection to classroom content.

 Service/Action – All projects must include an action component and be done either in collaboration with an approved
non-profit community organization or as an independent project with teacher and service learning coach approval.

 Hours Equivalency – All three projects should reflect a minimum of 15 hours spent during investigation, preparation,
action, reflection, and demonstration phases of service-learning.

 Research – All projects must have a research and learning component. For classroom projects, the teacher will
incorporate Preparation, Action, and Reflection into the project. For individual or small group projects, students must
compete an Individual Project Template.

KEY PROJECT DELIVERY METHODS

□ Classroom-Based: Service-learning lends itself to all curricular areas. The entire class may work on one project over the
course of the school year. The classroom teacher would be required to complete a project certification form and have it
approved by the Service-Learning Coach.

□ Student-Directed: The teacher would assign a service-learning project to all students to be completed over the course of
the year. Students could work individually or in groups to complete the project. Students would be responsible for
satisfying all criteria of the project. All projects would be incorporated into classroom practice through presentations,
discussions, planning, assignments, etc.

□ Extracurricular Groups: An after-school club, team, or organization can guide a service-learning project provided that the
criteria for a service-learning project have been met. After-school projects would still be expected to meet all classroom
expectations.



Service Learning Program Standards

Service learning is a robust educational tool that converts 
volunteerism into powerful integrated curriculum.  

5 STAGES OF SERVICE-LEARNING

1. Investigation: Identify a local, national, or global need to be addressed. Assess the community need. Identify possible 
community partners. Establish a baseline of community assets and issues.

2. Preparation/Planning: Develop a strategy for change and a common vision for success. Identify the service and learning 
goals. Develop an action plan for service.

3. Action: Engage in meaningful service by working on a project that will make a difference in the community and will also 
tie into classroom curriculum. Document activities as they happen.

4. Reflection: Enable students to think about how service and learning relate to their self construct, community, and their 
future.

5. Demonstration/Celebration: Showcase results and celebrate student outcomes.

QUALITY PRACTICE STANDARDS OF SERVICE-LEARNING

1

Youth Voice: Young people are active partners in a service-learning project, with strong voices in identifying community needs and planning 
service activities. They also play active roles in the evaluation of the project and its impact on the community. This nurtures youth 
ownership of the project, which in turn empowers young people to take control of their learning, develop leadership skills, and take their 
places as valuable, decision-making members of their communities.

2
Curriculum Integration: Effective service-learning is an integral part of the learning process. It has clear learning goals that are aligned with 
the school curriculum or purpose of the extracurricular program. Learning becomes experiential and applied, deepening students’ 
understanding of the material, how it is used, and why it is important.

3

Meaningful Service: Service-learning actively engages participants in meaningful and personally relevant service activities. Service-learning 
projects work best when they fit the ages and developmental abilities of the participants, include interesting and engaging service activities, 
explore the context of the underlying societal issues the service addresses, and address needs that are important to the community being 
served.

4

Reflection: Throughout the process, reflection is the key to growth and understanding. Young people use critical and creative thinking to 
ensure that the learning makes sense and has meaning for them. Reflection activities should be used before, during, and after the service 
experience to assess where students are in the learning process, help them internalize the learning, provide opportunities for them to voice 
concerns and share feelings, and evaluate the project.

5

Community Partnerships: Service-learning builds partnerships between young people and the broader community. Partnerships can 
involve not only those being served but also businesses, community organizations, social service agencies, and other groups that share the 
project's goals. By bringing people together in collaboration, these partnerships can bridge intergenerational, ethnic, and cultural gaps; 
provide young people with strong role models; and strengthen community infrastructures.

6
Diversity: Service-learning promotes an understanding of all forms of diversity and fosters mutual respect among participants. It helps 
develop interpersonal skills in group decision-making and conflict resolution. Students learn to identify and analyze different points of view 
to gain understanding of multiple perspectives.

7

Duration and Intensity: Service-learning should have sufficient duration and intensity to address community needs and meet the goals of 
the project. In other words, it should allow youth enough time to investigate community needs, prepare for service, take action, reflect 
repeatedly on the project, demonstrate their learning and the impacts of the project, and celebrate the achievement. Service-learning 
works best when it is conducted during concentrated blocks of time across a period of several weeks or months.

8

Progress Monitoring: To assess the quality of service-learning and monitor success, service-learning participants collect evidence of their 
progress toward goals and results from multiple sources throughout the service-learning experience. They share the evidence of their 
accomplishments with the broader community, including policy-makers and education leaders, to deepen service-learning understanding 
and ensure that high quality practices are sustained.

Source: National Youth Leadership Council (NYLC) http://www.nylc.org/

http://www.nylc.org/


Students should be awarded credit for successfully completing a service-learning project if they meet or 
exceed the following standards for a project.  The number of hours provided below is a rough 
approximation as hours of engagement will differ from project to project.  In order to meet standards and 
receive credit for a project, a student should participate in all three phases of service-learning for a 
minimum of 12-15 hours. 

STAGES & 
EVALUATION

DOES NOT MEET 
STANDARDS

MEETS 
STANDARDS

EXCEEDS 
STANDARDS

Preparation Student participates in few 
aspects of project preparation 
including assigned readings, 
homework, classroom 
discussions, community 
outreach, and group work and 
completes few assignments 
and at a lower level. 
(0-2 hours)

Student participates in most 
aspects of project preparation 
including assigned readings, 
homework, classroom 
discussions, community 
outreach, and group work and 
completes all assignments at a 
fairly high level. 
(3-4 hours)

Student participates fully in all 
aspects of project preparation 
including assigned readings, 
homework, classroom 
discussions, community 
outreach, research, and group 
work and completes all 
assignments at a high level. 
(5-7 hours)

Action Student participates in few 
aspects of the action, is usually 
not on time or misses project 
days, demonstrates poor 
behavior and does not appear 
to be interested in the project.  
Student does not exhibit good 
team work skills. 
(0-2 hours)

Student participates in most 
aspects of the action, 
demonstrates punctuality, 
work ethic, good behavior, 
inquisitiveness, and respect.  
Student works as a good 
member of the team. 
(5-7 hours)

Student participates fully in all 
required components of the 
action, demonstrates 
punctuality, excellent 
behavior, good work ethic, 
inquisitiveness, and respect.  
Student works as an excellent 
member of the team and 
encourages fellow students to 
participate with enthusiasm. 
(8-10 hours)

Reflection Student participates in few 
aspects of reflection which 
may include discussion, 
further, research, writing, and 
other reflection activities.  
Student demonstrates little 
capacity to learn in adverse or 
changing circumstances.  
Student draws few if any 
connections between service 
experience and classroom 
content. 
(0 hours)

Student participates in all 
reflection activities which may 
include discussion, further 
research, writing, and other 
reflection activities.  Student 
demonstrates some capacity 
to learn in both positive and 
fluid circumstances.  Student 
draws some connections 
between service experience 
and classroom content. 
(1-2 hours)

Student participates fully in all 
required reflection activities 
which may include discussion, 
further research, writing, and 
other reflection activities.  
Student demonstrates capacity 
to learn in both positive and 
fluid circumstances.   Student 
is able to draw important 
connections between the 
service project and classroom 
content. 
(3-4 hours)

CPS Service Learning Rubric 
Student Evaluation Standards



20 Reasons Service Learning Matters

Service learning done to fidelity is an extremely high impact 
method to drive improvement across all skill domains.

Service-learning as an educational strategy is designed to accomplish the following: 

1. Helps students see the relevance of the academic subject in the real world

2. Helps students apply their technical knowledge to a social issue, increasing the 
value and relevance of their technical expertise

3. Helps students develop critical 21st century employability skills

4. Enhances student learning by joining theory with experience and thought with 
action

5. Fills unmet needs in the community through direct and indirect service that is 
meaningful and necessary

6. Enables students to help others, give of themselves, and enter into caring 
relationships with others

7. Enhances the self-esteem and self-confidence of your students

8. Develops an environment of collegial participation among students, faculty, and 
the community

9. Gives students the opportunity to do important and necessary work

10. Increases the citizenship skills of students

11. Assists agencies to better serve their clients and benefit from the infusion of 
enthusiastic volunteers

12. Exposes students to societal inadequacies and injustice and empower students to 
remedy them

13. Develops a richer context for student’s learning

14. Provides cross-cultural experiences for students

15. Better prepares students for their careers/continuing education

16. Fosters a reaffirmation of students' career choices

17. Keeps students engaged in class work and serves as a tool for reflection

18. Gives students more responsibility for their learning

19. Helps students learn how to get things done

20. Develops leadership skills that will impact future generations



Service Learning Planning & Design Resources

YOUTH SERVICE AMERICA (YSA) improves communities by increasing the number and the diversity of
young people, ages 5-25, serving in substantive roles. YSA provides the following programs:

• Public Mobilization Campaigns such as Global Youth Service Day (GYSD), Semester of Service, Service
Vote and engaging public officials.

• Funding and Recognition through grants and awards geared toward youth, educators, service-learning
coordinators, and program partners.

• Resources and Training includes the GYSD Planning Tool Kit, the Service Learning Curriculum Guide, the
National Service Briefing, the Youth Service Institute, webinars, and individual support.

NYLC’s initiatives are rooted in service-learning as an instructional method that engages young
people as leaders, the community as classroom, and local and global needs as subject matter. NYLC
has led the development of nationally accepted standards for K-12 service-learning practice, and is
helping implement and improve service-learning programs around the world.

NYLC’s Generator School Network is a community of schools committed to best practices in service-
learning. Membership in the GSN helps educators assess and strengthen their service-learning
practice, access curricular tools from NYLC, share their experiences and projects, and improve
student and community outcomes. Through an easy-to-use online community, the GSN connects K-
12 teachers and administrators. Participating schools receive:

• Evidence-based assessment tools.
• Professional development opportunities.
• NYLC’s curricular process and resources.
• Access to GSN Advisors and service-learning leaders.
• An innovative online learning community.

YSA is the sponsor of GoToServiceLearning.org, a website that presents lesson plans and examples of
best practice service learning experiences meeting state mandated academic standards – each lesson is
filed on the site according to an easy-to-use searchable template. Here, you will find out how teachers
connect classroom content with student initiative, resulting in youth who are actively engaged in
learning while making significant contributions to their communities.

Learn and Serve America provides direct and indirect support to K-12 schools, community groups and 
higher education institutions to facilitate service-learning projects by:

• Providing grant support for school-community partnerships and higher education institutions;
• Providing training and technical assistance resources to teachers, administrators, parents, schools 

and community groups; and
• Collecting and disseminating research, effective practices, curricula, and program models.

National Service Learning Clearinghouse is a Comprehensive Service Learning Resource. The National 
Service Learning Clearinghouse (NSLC) supports the service learning community  by offering :

• Website with information and resources to support service learning programs, practitioners, and 
researchers

• Email discussion lists for K-12, community-based, tribes and territories, and higher education service 
learning

• Library collection available to Learn and Serve America grantees and sub-grantees
• Program advisors with sector-specific guidance and expertise
• Staff who assist with materials, reference and referrals, information, and technical assistance



Service Learning Planning & Design Resources

The National Service Learning Partnership, founded in 2001, is a national network of members dedicated
to advancing service learning as a core part of every young person's education. The Partnership provides:
• A national network of like-minded service learning supporters
• Service learning tools, resources and best practices
• A service learning marketplace to offer or seek professional services
• Monthly updates with news, resources, and opportunities to take action
• Federal advocacy representation

The Corporation for National and Community Service is a federal agency that engages more than five 
million Americans in service through Senior Corps, AmeriCorps, and Learn and Serve America, and leads 
President Obama's national call to service initiative, United We Serve. National service helps your 
organization implement those projects or ideas that require special funding or assistance. 

United We Serve is a nationwide service initiative that helps meet growing social needs resulting from 
the economic downturn. With the knowledge that ordinary people can achieve extraordinary things 
when given the proper tools, President Obama is asking us to come together to help lay a new 
foundation for growth. This initiative aims to both expand the impact of existing organizations by 
engaging new volunteers in their work and encourage volunteers to develop their own "do-it-yourself" 
projects. 

The State Farm Youth Advisory Board engages thirty students, ages 17-20, from across the United
States and Canada. They are charged with helping State Farm design and implement a $5 million-a-year
signature service-learning initiative to address issues important to State Farm and communities across
the United States and Canada.

The Institute for Global Education and Service Learning (IGESL), a non-profit training organization, 
creates service learning programs and initiates activity-based education in collaboration with schools 
and organizations around the world. IGESL provides Service Learning Trainer’s Toolkit - a compilation of 
activities, tools, and research created by and for youth and adult trainers from across the country that 
will enable adults and youth with service learning experience to train others in their schools and 
community.  Provides an array of other guides and training resources. 

Founded in 1992, KIDS (Kids Involved Doing Service-Learning) Consortium is a non-profit organization
that strengthens service-learning collaborations by preparing and connecting students, educators,
and community partners. KIDS service-learning projects can take place in any K-12 classroom, in any
content area, and can address any authentic problem or need. Service learning is a teaching strategy
through which students identify, research and address real community challenges, using knowledge
and skills learned in the classroom. KIDS provides resources, training and customized solutions.

generationOn is the global youth service movement igniting the power of all kids to make their mark on 
the world. As the youth division of Points of Light Institute, generationOn has brought the nation's 
leading youth service organizations and programs under one umbrella including New York-based 
Children for Children, The League, Learning to Give, Points of Light Institute's Kids Care Clubs, HandsOn
Schools, and HandsOn Network's youth-driven programs. By partnering with teachers, parents, schools, 
community organizations and businesses, generationOn gives kids the opportunity to see firsthand the 
issues in their communities and the tools and resources they need to respond and become part of the 
solution.



CPS Office of Service Learning has developed a robust set of online resources and 
community partner contacts at http://servicelearning.cps.k12.il.us/ . 

I. SECTION 1: PROJECT OVERVIEW

□ CTE Instructor and/or Academy Coordinator Name
□ CTE Program & School
□ Course & Grade Level
□ Project Name
□ Community Partners
□ Number Of Students Participating
□ Number Of Project Hours

II. SECTION 2: PROJECT DESCRIPTION SECTIONS

□ Preparation
□ Action
□ Reflection

III. SECTION 3: PROJECT GOALS

□ Learning Goals
□ Service Goals

IV. SECTION 4: LEARNING STANDARD – COMMON CORE, STATE CONTENT, OR SOCIAL EMOTIONAL

□ Identify at least one content, skill or social emotional goal

V. SECTION 5: STUDENT VOICE

□ Describe how student voice will be incorporated into the project

VI. SECTION 6: RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

□ Supplies
□ Transportation
□ Substitute Coverage
□ Additional Chaperones

VII. SECTION 7: SERVICE LEARNING COACH COMMENTS/RECOMMENDATIONS/APPROVAL

VIII. SIGNATURES/AUTHORIZATION

□ Submitted By: Teacher Name, Signature and Date
□ Approved By: Service learning Coach Name, Signature and Date

The proposal outlines core elements that teachers need to consider as they develop class-based service 
learning projects. Please visit Choose Your Future and complete the online application once you have 
developed your specific program elements.  Your proposal will be reviewed for alignment to service 
learning and CTE program requirements. 

Service Learning Project Proposal:
Teacher Managed Class Projects 

http://servicelearning.cps.k12.il.us/


Student Driven Service Learning

Service Learning is about making a real impact in the lives of other people...
while increasing your own skills and opportunities.

CTE wants to give you and your friends the tools and resources to bring your community vision to life. To 
harness the skills you have now - to impact the issues you care most about.

This is your chance to be the change, doing it in your own way…
with your own voice.

Leading change in the community may be a new kind of relationship between you and the world - one where 
your opinions and experiences are valued now, not far off in the future. This independence and responsibility 
may be untested, but no one doubts that you have the power. We want you to rely on your own instincts and 
learned knowledge, but we hope that you will engage us and other adults in your life to help support your 
work. 

Service learning is not about completing volunteer hours…
It is about earning credit for developing innovative community-based solutions.

CTE and CPS have brought together resources for you to use to make your project high-impact. These service 
learning methods have been developed over the last 20 years to ensure that your voice and skills are driving 
the process.  You will be responsible for researching a social issue, developing a community partnership, 
designing an action program, and taking action. But we also want you to take time to reflect on what you are 
doing. This is not one of those rush-to-the-finish, check-off-the-task kind of programs. 

Here are some things you can expect to happen….
But like everything in life, much of your experience will be unpredictable. 

 You will learn effective problem solving, critical thinking, and project management skills that you can leverage 
not only for your project but in school, work and your personal life

 You will strengthen your academic, technical and employability skills
 You will begin to see the relevance of academic and technical content when you use your school learning to 

drive your community action plan
 You will learn about potential careers by completing a project in collaboration with professionals from your 

community partner organization
 You will meet amazing people that you wouldn't ordinarily get to meet - they will stretch the way you think 

about the world
 You will gain a sense of accomplishment because this project is driven by you
 You will start to see adults in your life looking at you differently
 You will realize you are more of a leader than you ever imagined possible

Complete your service learning proposal today  - your power is just waiting to be unleashed!

Students possess the power to impact social issues that matter 
to them. CTE will provide the tools to unleash this power.



Service Learning Project Proposal:
Student Driven Projects 

I. PROPOSAL

• Student Name
• Teacher Name
• Program
• School

II. ASSIGNMENT #1: PROBLEM STATEMENT

Provide a description (1-2 pages) of the problem you will address in an independent or small group service-
learning project. At least four independent resources should be used to develop this problem statement. One
source can be an interview with an organizational representative or client.

• First paragraph should describe the problem.
• Second paragraph should describe the manifestations of this problem in Chicago.
• Third paragraph should be a statement of why you have chosen this particular problem.
• Fourth paragraph should be a proposal for action to address this problem. What will be done to work on

this problem?
• Final paragraph should describe the link between work in this classroom and the problem.

III. ASSIGNMENT #2: ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS

Develop a description (1-2 pages) about the organization you will be working with to address this problem. You
will need to show evidence that you interviewed at least one person in completing this assignment. The paper
should include the following components:

• Name of organization and contact person and his/her job
• Overview of the organization
• Brief history of the organization
• Programs of the organization
• Strategies the organization uses to address the problem

IV. ASSIGNMENT #3: ACTION DESCRIPTION

Develop a description (1-2 pages) describing the service or action that you took with your partner organization.
Your paper should provide an overview of the program or project you worked on, what you did, what you
learned, who you worked with or built relationships with, and how your attitudes or perceptions changed as a
result of your work. You should also include a deeper description of the problem from your first assignment and
how you have come to understand the dimensions of the problem differently. You should make a proposal to
address this problem at a policy level. What law or policy would need to be created or eliminated in order to
address this problem?

V. ASSIGNMENT #4: FINAL REPORT

Your final report should reflect what you did and what you learned over the course of your service/action
project. You can create a slide show, art project, video, multi-media presentation, or final paper that documents
the problem and its dimensions, your work or contribution to solving the project, who is impacted by the
problem and how are they impacted, and what is happening to address the problem or, conversely, to make the
problem worse. Your report should tie in specific readings, assignments, or course materials from our class this
year. Your report should demonstrate that you have gained evidence from at least four separate sources
(website, magazine, newspaper, interview, organizational literature, etc.). You will need to give a five-minute
presentation of your project to the class.

This proposal is a roadmap to unleashing your power towards community impact.



CPS Service Learning Student Reflection Survey

1. Student Name
2. Student Id:
3. Teacher
4. Class:
5. School:

Please respond to the following questions marking Yes (Y) or No (N) regarding the 
service-learning project in your class.  

During the service-learning project in this class: Y N

I had a chance to speak out in class about something I cared about

I learned something new about my community

I helped to lead a project that made a difference in someone’s life

I received a grade for my performance during the service project

I completed an academic assignment (i.e. essay, research project, exam) related to my 
service project

The project involved other people/organizations from the community

I changed how I think about my place in society because of the project

I met people/encountered things I normally wouldn’t have during the project

The service project challenged me in new ways

I participated in a service project that made a difference in someone’s life

I had a chance to speak outside of the classroom about issues I care about

The service project was directly related to my classroom work

I learned about new ideas through my service project

My class participated in discussions and activities before and after the project

The service project helped me understand the classroom content better

The service project from beginning to end lasted more than two weeks

Comments:

Service Learning Evaluation
Student Reflection Survey



Community Partners:  
CPS CTE Service Learning Programs

CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION (CTE)

• Prepares students through rigorous, industry-focused technical instruction and work-readiness training that 
prepares students for college and careers.

• Integrates the district's college prep core; expose students to viable college options, along with the 
scholarship opportunities, credentials, and networks that increase student access to these options.

• Engages students in real-world, industry-relevant, hands-on work experience. Expose students to viable 
career options and networks that increase student access to these options.

CTE COMMITMENT TO SERVICE LEARNING

CTE values service learning as a critical component to a student’s educational development. Service learning is one 
of the most powerful forms of work-based learning due to its ability to drive academic, technical, employability and 
social/emotional development outcomes. CTE is positioning service learning at the 9th and 10th grades to intervene 
at a critical time when students are beginning to question the value of their education in the real world. CTE 
believes service learning can help students connect how classroom curriculum, both academic and technical, can 
directly impact social issues in their own community. As students begin to see themselves as active change agents 
and not passive recipients, they will be less likely to drop out. 

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

CTE is excited to channel the passion, commitment and intelligence of its students in well-structured, well-research 
service learning projects.  Building quality community relationships will be critical to the success of this service 
learning vision.  CTE students are unique in that they are enrolled in career programs where they learn specific 
technical skills related to a industry occupation. CTE looks to source and develop service learning projects that align 
with these occupations making the direct connection between career and community development. 

Service Areas Aligned to CTE Career And Technical Education Programs 

Human Service – Multipurpose Education, Children, Adult Literacy 

Family Services English as a Second Language 

Children and Youth Services Employment/Vocational Rehabilitation

Community, Neighborhood  Development & Improvement Gift Distribution 

Crime/Legal Related Technical Support for Specific Agency Programs

Health (General and Rehabilitative); Mental Health Money Management, Financial Counseling

Food Distribution Programs Consumer Protection and Safety 

Sports and Recreation Housing Development/Rehabilitation

Environmental/Beautification Homeless, Temporary Shelter

Animal Protection and Welfare Residential/Custodial Care

Arts, Cultural Organizations Public Safety, Disaster Preparedness, Relief Service

CTE believes that service learning is vital to developing 21st century citizens & leaders.



Community Partners:  
CPS CTE Student Service Learning Request Form

Service Areas Aligned to CTE Career And Technical Education Programs
Mark the service offering that your agency provides in order of student engagement priority. #1 is highest.  

Human Service – Multipurpose Education, Children, Adult Literacy 

Family Services English as a Second Language 

Children and Youth Services Employment/Vocational Rehabilitation

Community, Neighborhood  Development & Improvement Gift Distribution 

Crime/Legal Related Technical Support for Specific Agency Programs

Health (General And Rehabilitative) ; Mental Health Money Management, Financial Counseling

Food Distribution Programs Consumer Protection and Safety 

Sports and Recreation Housing Development/Rehabilitation

Environmental/Beautification Homeless, Temporary Shelter

Animal Protection and Welfare Residential/Custodial Care

Arts, Cultural Organizations Public Safety, Disaster Preparedness, Relief Service

ORGANIZATION INFORMATION

• Name of Agency, Contact person & Title
• Address, Phone , Fax , Email
• Agency web address
• Agency mission (50 words or less)
• Which neighborhood(s) does this agency serve? 
• What is this agency’s minimum age for your youth volunteers?

In addition, please submit a copy of your organization’s 501(c)(3) letter and attach a list of all agency sites with address, zip 
code, phone number and contact name.

SERVICE LEARNING PROJECT INFORMATION

• Youth volunteer position title
• Number of positions available
• Amount of training by the agency required prior to start of the assignment and  # hours
• Application/interview process for volunteers
• Is the site of this assignment accessible by public transportation? Yes or No
• Purpose of this position (50 words or less)
• Responsibilities (50 words or less)
• Skills needed and other expectations (50 words or less)
• Who will supervise the student 
• Please include any forms this agency requires its volunteers to complete
• Please list any specific dates for this assignment

Time commitment 1 day 1 wk ≤1 mo. 2-3 months 4-6 months 6 months to 1 year

Day of Week Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Time of Day Morning (weekend/vacation only) Afternoon Evening

SCHEDULING OPTIONS (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)



GOAL: BUILDING BRIDGES

 Students rate participating in hands-on work activity as a critical job shadow success factor
• Allow students to connect with a professional career mentor who is genuinely interested in their career goals
• Expand horizons by creating a breadth of opportunities for students to engage in various departmental activities
• Demonstrate connection between school and career by showing what skills are in demand
• Discuss how you use lifelong learning (informal and formal) to build your skills while on the job
• Create a list of potential leading questions that encourage the student to reflect on their interests, skills, and aspirations
• Provide an opportunity for student to build on their industry network by engaging persons across departments
• Get to know students’ career and educational goals and provide feedback on goal setting and planning
• Demonstrate a caring, professional adult relationship based on mutual respect

PROGRAM DESIGN: INTERACTIVE - NOT PASSIVE LEARNING

• Job shadow program is explicitly designed to integrate with academic, technical and employability curriculum, and likewise 
the curriculum develops the skills necessary to maximize the job shadow experience

• Job shadow visits have structure and a specific learning agenda to allow for learning as well as social interaction
• Student matches are based upon their employability assessment scores and specific career interests
• Students are provided pre-shadow workshops focused on employability skills
• Students conduct independent research on their specific company and occupation of their shadow mentor
• Shadow mentors should be a credible source of career information and have an expressed interest in participating
• Shadow mentor should be encouraged to allow youth to actively participate in day’s work activity, not just observe
• Teachers should conduct well-planned post-visit classroom activities to reinforce the school trip experiences
• Teachers must establish direct consequences for students who do not act professionally during site visit

CTE Job Shadows

A job shadow creates a critical link between students and their future by providing a “day in the life” of a desired career. 

CTE IS COMMITTED TO HELPING STUDENTS EXPAND THEIR OPPORTUNITY NETWORK

CTE believes that students should have every opportunity to explore multiple paths to their future. CTE works diligently to 
provide opportunities for students to explore their career interests in both classroom and real-world environments. Many 
CTE students have not directly experienced a professional work environment leaving major knowledge gaps in career 
awareness and work-culture norms. Often students do not experience this until their first job when the stakes are high. A 
job shadow is a safe and supportive way to provide students a window into the professional world working alongside a 
caring professional mentor who is genuinely interested in the student’s future. 

CTE JOB SHADOWS OCCUR WHEN STUDENTS ARE BEGINNING TO TEST VARIOUS CAREER IDENTITIES

CTE programs are delivered over a three-year continuum from sophomore to senior year.  Job Shadows are scheduled in 
March of the Junior year. By this point, CTE students have completed 1.5 years of CTE curriculum where they focused on 
technical and employability skills development. During this instructional period, CTE teachers use project-based learning to 
simulate real-world context while still providing a scaffolded learning environment. The job shadow serves a real-world one-
day deep-dive into a work environment where classroom learning comes alive in a new context. During the day, a student 
partners with an industry professional who serves as part coach, part teacher and part mentor. The mentor serves as a new 
sounding board for students’ career and educational interests without the pressure of teacher or parent expectations. 

Job Shadows are one-day deep dives into a specific career where 
students engage in hands-on occupational exploration and learning.



CPS Partner Development:
Job Shadow Program Management

Job Shadows are one-day deep dives into a specific career where 
students engage in hands-on occupational exploration and learning.

GOAL: BUILDING BRIDGES

 Students rate participating in hands-on work activity as a critical job shadow success factor
• Allow students to connect with a professional career mentor who is genuinely interested in their career goals
• Expand horizons by creating a breadth of opportunities for students to engage in various departmental activities
• Demonstrate connection between school and career by showing what skills are in demand
• Discuss how you use lifelong learning (informal and formal) to build your skills while on the job
• Create a list of potential leading questions that encourage the student to reflect on their interests, skills, and aspirations
• Provide an opportunity for student to build on their industry network by engaging persons across departments
• Get to know students’ career and educational goals and provide feedback on goal setting and planning
• Demonstrate a caring, professional adult relationship based on mutual respect

PROGRAM: INTERACTIVE NOT PASSIVE LEARNING

 Job shadow program is explicitly designed to integrate with academic, technical and employability curriculum, and likewise 
the curriculum develops the skills necessary to maximize the job shadow experience

 Job Shadow visits have structure and a specific learning agenda to allow for learning as well as social interaction
 Student matches are based upon their employability assessment scores and specific career interests
 Students receive a job shadow pre-assignment to prepare for their job shadow experience
 Students are provided pre-shadow workshops focused on employability skills in particular interpersonal communication
 Students conduct independent research on their specific company and occupation of their shadow mentor
 Students review learning objectives and review student job shadow activity sheet immediately prior to visit
 Students are required to wear appropriate dress and maintain a professional demeanor during entire site visit
 Shadow mentors should be a credible source of career information and have an expressed interest in participating
 Shadow mentor should organize an informal lunch and invite 1-2 other colleagues to join to help build student network
 Shadow mentors receive a one page overview outlining the goals, expectations, best practices and  evaluation
 Shadow mentor should be encouraged to allow youth to actively participate in day’s work activity not just observe
 Teachers should conduct well-planned post-visit classroom activities to reinforce the school trip experiences
 Teachers must establish direct consequences for students who do not act professionally during site visit

MANAGEMENT: PLAN, MATCH, WIN! 
□ Do not proceed without a comprehensive coordination plan for sourcing and matching
□ Develop a comprehensive list of job shadow potentials early in the school year
□ Align number and type of job shadow opportunities with enrollment  #s and past work-ready program percentages
□ Develop school and business community awareness of the job shadow opportunity and its value to CTE experience
□ Respect business by using consistent and timely communication structures
□ Contact potential Job Shadow site at least 2- 3 months prior and provide an overview of requirements and expectations 

including practicalities such as what students should wear during their job shadow
□ Receive confirmation verbally or electronically and follow up with a Job Shadow Offer Agreement Form
□ Ensure that teachers are conducting their pre-job shadow workshop and homework assignment
□ Recommend shadow mentor email student 1-3 days prior to confirm; creates a personal connection; decreases likelihood of 

a no-show; decreases fear of the unknown for the student who might be new to a professional environment
□ Ensure student has the financial resources to pay for transportation to job shadow
□ Ensure student confirms how he/she will get to the job shadow and where they are to meet the shadow mentor
□ Ensure that the school’s liabilities policies are in place; job shadow can fall under field trip coverage policies
□ Have student and/or school coordinator send thank you within 72 hours; email is fine, but a hand written note is ideal
□ Have a evaluation form to gather feedback from both student and job shadow host



Each year, the lodging industry participates in National Groundhog Job Shadow Day (NGJSD), a national
campaign that gives young people a new perspective on their studies through hands-on learning and a
one-day mentoring experience. Students are paired with a mentor who they will shadow throughout the
day to experience how the skills they learn in the classroom can be applied to the real world. This event
also provides an opportunity to introduce future employees to the vast array of careers available in the
lodging industry, as well as supports our industry's community efforts. In past years, more than 2,000
restaurants and hotels hosted nearly 20,000 students.

The National Job Shadow Coalition encourages young people across the country to explore their futures 
through career awareness and mentoring opportunities. Formed in 1998, the coalition includes America’s 
Promise, Junior Achievement, the U.S. Department of Education, and the U.S. Department of Labor. Other 
sponsors include AT&T, Cisco, the Department of Justice, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention, and the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM). 

“Groundhog Job Shadow Day” is a national event sponsored by the Coalition including School to Career 
Office of the U. S. Departments of Education and Labor, America’s Promise - The Alliance for Youth, Junior 
Achievement, and the American Society of Association Executives. NGJSD is a joint effort of America's 
Promise - Alliance for Youth, Junior Achievement, and the U.S. Department of Labor. Nationwide, more 
than one million students and 100,000 businesses participate.

The National Job Shadow Coalition encourages young people to explore their futures 
through career awareness and mentoring opportunities.

Junior Achievement is the world’s largest organization dedicated to inspiring and preparing young people
to succeed in a global economy. Through a dedicated volunteer network, Junior Achievement provides
in-school and after-school programs for students which focus on three key content areas: work
readiness, entrepreneurship, and financial literacy. Today, 138 individual area operations reach 4.2
million students in the United States, with an additional 4.3 million students served by operations in 118
other countries worldwide.

JA Job Shadow program meets the needs of a diverse group of high school students by providing
engaging, academically enriching, and experiential learning sessions in work-readiness education and
career perspectives. Two pre-visit and one post-visit required, teacher-led sessions.

1. Session One: Perfect Match: Working in groups, students conduct mock interviews. They are 
introduced to the 16 Success Skills and the Job Shadow experience. 

2. Session Two: Now What?: Individually, the students prepare a resume and complete the paperwork 
necessary for the upcoming Job Shadow site visit. 

3. Session Three: Looking Back: Students use the work-readiness skill Reflect and Evaluate to complete 
a personal action plan.

Job Shadow Planning & Design Resources



CTE Teacher & Coordinator:
Job Shadow Support

Job Shadows are one-day deep dives into a specific career where 
students engage in hands-on occupational exploration and learning.

STUDENT GOALS:  EXTENDING THE CTE CLASSROOM

• Connect with adults in career fields of their interest and get hands-on exposure to an occupation
• Demonstrate the connection between academics and careers, encouraging learning by making academics more relevant
• Gain insight on the academic, technical, and personal skills required by particular occupation 
• Observe the operations of the host company and develop an understanding of the career’s culture
• Provide one-on-one opportunity to students to have their specific career questions answered by an industry professional
• Provide an occasion for student to build industry network by meeting adults who are genuinely interested in their future
• Gain information to assist students in goal setting and educational planning
• Demonstrate a caring, professional adult relationship based on mutual respect
• Build community partnerships between schools and businesses that enhance the educational experience of all students.

STUDENT SUPPORT: CHAMPIONING HIGH-IMPACT JOB SHADOWS

 Develop a relationship with a CTE Partner Development Liaison (PDL)
 Inform your PDL of any work-based learning programs you are conducting in your own program and school
 Support employability development through classroom activity, curriculum and student feedback
 Complete the Employability Assessment – students who rate “Yes” on all fundamentals and  “2 or 3” on work ethic will be 

eligible for a job shadow opportunity
 Follow student job shadow offers and acceptances online
 Encourage student to accept offers in a timely fashion
 Discuss concerns with students who were made offer but did not accept
 Communicate any student or process concerns immediately to your PDL
 A minimum of 7 days prior to event, distribute Job Shadow Pre-Assignment to students who have accepted job offers
 Conduct Job Shadow “Dress Rehearsal” Workshop  5-7 days prior to event
 Have student wear professional dress to observe if they are complying with dress code – if you are uncomfortable 

referencing inappropriate dress on female students (cleavage, exposed midriff…) please recruit a female teacher to assist. 
It is critical that they receive this feedback.

 Connect with students the day before the event to quickly review their checklist
 Be available on day of to answer emergency questions from student via phone, email or text (PDL will speak directly with 

employer if student is a no show)
 Debrief with students after the event and celebrate their successes
 Support students in proofreading thank you notes to their host
 Encourage students to complete the Job Shadow online evaluation
 Encourage students to follow up with their job shadow host if they were made an offer to return for an internship or job

STUDENT PREPARATION: JOB SHADOW PRE-ASSIGNMENT CHECKLIST

 Job Shadow Offer Form from my school coordinator
 Signed School and parent permission slip
 Address of Job Shadow Company and meeting location (if not the main desk)
 Company Research
 Transportation Plan
 Dress Code Contract
 Elevator Pitch



Industry Partners:
Hosting a Successful Job Shadow

Job Shadows are one-day deep dives into a specific career where 
students engage in hands-on occupational exploration and learning.

GOAL: BUILDING BRIDGES

 Students rate participating in hands-on work activity as a critical job shadow success factor
• Allow students to connect with a professional career mentor who is genuinely interested in their career goals
• Expand horizons by creating a breadth of opportunities for students to engage in various departmental activities
• Demonstrate connection school and career connection by showing what skills are in demand
• Discuss how you use lifelong learning (informal and formal) to build your skills while on the job
• Create a list of potential leading questions that encourage the student to reflect on their interests, skills, and aspirations
• Provide an opportunity for student to build on their industry network by engaging persons across departments
• Get to know students’ career and educational goals and provide feedback on goal setting and planning
• Demonstrate a caring, professional adult relationship based on mutual respect

HOST SELECTION: CARING ADULTS MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE

 Students rate the niceness of their job shadow host as the most important job shadow success factor
 Selection of job shadow hosts should be opt-in; ensure volunteers understand this is a engaged experience not a tour
 Job shadow host should have 3+ years experience in their field in order provide breath of industry knowledge
 Job Shadow host ideally should have an outgoing personality and be able to engage others in conversation
 Job Shadow host ideally should enjoy and value their job so that they can convey their career passion to students
 Job shadow host should feel comfortable talking about their career history and educational background so that students 

understand in detail the career pathway and how it might differ from individual to individual 
 Job shadow host should be comfortable giving feedback to the student on their professional skills
 Job Shadow host should be well-connected to others in the company to increase networking opportunities

SKILL BUILDING: OBSERVE AND PROMOTE 9 KEY CAREER READINESS EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

 Appearance: Did the student dress as you required on the job shadow offer sheet?
 Attendance: Did the student show up at the prior arranged time?
 Oratory/Speaking: Did the student use appropriate language and friendly tone when talking with you? 
 Attitude: Did the student bring a positive outlook to the job shadow and sustain it throughout the day?
 Ambition: Did they express their career and educational goals?
 Initiative: Did the student appear self motivated, and did he or she take a lead on job shadow activities? 
 Verbal Communication: Did the student effectively expresses his/her ideas in a clear and logical manner?
 Active Listening: Did the student focus on your conversation and ask clarifying questions? 
 Feedback: Did the student respond civilly to constructive criticism? 

MANAGEMENT: WORK CLOSELY WITH YOUR SCHOOL PARTNER LIAISON

□ Identify a point person in your organization who will coordinate job shadow placements with your CTE partner liaison
□ Work with your CTE liaison to identify all operational units in your company that align to CTE’s 11 career clusters
□ Decide how many job shadows your company can accommodate across these various departments
□ Work with your CTE liaison to develop a concrete agenda for the job shadow day experience
□ Work with your CTE liaison to complete the job shadow placement form: time, location, dress code, safety regulation, etc.
□ If  job shadow extends over the lunch hour, please provide lunch arrangements
□ Prepare to meet students at predetermined drop-off location and time; for many students this is their first time visiting a 

professional organization or traveling to the Loop area (where applicable) 
□ During job shadow, be positive and informative - let students know that there are no stupid questions
□ During job shadow, provide feedback on employability skills - job shadow is skill building  and career exploration
□ Complete Student Evaluation at end of job shadow so that teachers and staff can drive continuous improvement.
□ Please inform CTE partner liaison if you are interested in offering the student an internship or job



WHAT IS A JOB SHADOW?
A job shadow is a rare chance to spend an entire day with an industry professional who cares about your future. You and your 
job shadow host will deep dive into the world of your career path. You will get a hands-on experience to test out what you 
learned in your CTE class. Couple of things will happen. You might be thinking, “Yes, I am right on about my career choice”. Or 
maybe, you realize, “Wait, I think I like this other job better.” Enthusiasm, questions and doubts are all part of the experience. 

WHAT DO I GET OUT OF IT?
 Fun and enjoyment from engaging with others who are as excited about your future as you are
 Connect with professionals and get a hands-on experience in your desired career field
 Talk openly with a concerned adult about your interests, skills, aspirations and potential concerns
 Get feedback on your personal career and educational goals and plans - make a connection to help secure a summer job
 Observe various jobs across different departments - Get a real feel for company culture 
 Build your industry network by meeting multiple professionals from different areas within the company
 Make the connection between your classes and careers; host will talk about all of the skills required to do the job

WHAT 4 THINGS DO I NEED TO REMEMBER TO MAKE THE DAY A WIN?
 Introduce yourself in a professional manner

• Give your name  
• State what program you are in (“I am a Chicago Public Schools, Career and Technical Education Student”) 
• State your chosen career path (for example Culinary Arts) 
• Tell them what school you attend and what year you are (Junior)

 Shake hands firmly in a traditional handshake manner

 Make eye contact when engaged in any conversation or activity

 Ask questions and show interest in your host and their company

WHAT DO I NEED TO DO BEFORE I GO? 
 Complete the CTE Student Interest Survey
 Know whether or not you were rated work-ready by asking your teacher for your employability assessment status
 If you are work-ready, you will receive a job shadow offer via email from a CTE partner Developer. 
 Respond in a timely manner to communication from CTE Partner Developers and Teachers
 If you accept an offer, sign your offer sheet &  get your parent permission form signed 
 Complete your job shadow pre-assignment and exercises
 Attend all job shadow workshops

CAN ONE DAY MAKE A BIG IMPRESSION?
• Appearance: Did you dress according to what was required on the job shadow offer sheet?
• Attendance: Did the you show up at the prior arranged time?
• Oratory/Speaking: Did you use appropriate language and friendly tone when talking with the host? 
• Attitude: Did you bring a positive outlook to the job shadow and sustain it throughout the day?
• Ambition/Initiative: Did you communicate your career and college goals to the host?
• Verbal Communication: Did you effectively express your ideas in a clear and logical manner?
• Active Listening: Did you focus on your host’s conversation and ask clarifying questions? 
• Feedback: Did you respond to constructive criticism without getting defensive or mad? 

CTE Students:
Job Shadow Career Opportunity

A job shadow creates a critical link between you and your future by 
providing you a “day in the life” of your desired career. 



CTE Students: Job Shadow Pre-Assignment (pg1)

Student Name:

CTE Program:

Instructor Signature verifying that all items are complete

In preparation for your Job Shadow dress rehearsal, you will need to complete this assignment and bring all of the items 
on the checklist to class. Because this is a “Dress Rehearsal”, this is your chance to practice everything that you will need
for your Job Shadowing Day.

JOB SHADOW PRE-WORK ASSIGNMENT CHECKLIST

□ 2 Copies of your Resume 
□ A Copy of your Job Shadow Offer Sheet 
□ Copy of Job Shadow Contact and Company in your 

wallet or bag
□ School and Parental Permission Forms
□ Completed Sign-Out Forms
□ Your Transportation Plan to reach your Job Shadow 

Assignment* 

□ Answers to your Company Research Questions*
□ Job Shadow Student Questions for your employer*
□ Personal Elevator Speech*
□ Dress Code Contract*
□ Pen and Paper
□ * mark assignments that are in this document

JOB SHADOW TRANSPORTATION PLAN

1. Where is my job shadow company located?  What are the cross streets?

Street 1 _________________________ and Street 2   ______________________

2. What types of transportation will I need to use to get to my assignment? 

Take ____________________ transfer to  ____________________  transfer to  ____________________ 

3. How long will it take to get from my house to the job shadow assignment? _________________________ 
(Did you allow for the time it might take you to wait for each train or bus?)

4. What time will I leave the house in order to arrive 15-30 minutes before my scheduled start time? ___________AM

5. Who will I call if for any reason I have difficulty making it to my Job Shadow Assignment?                           

6. CPS Contact: __________________________________

CPS Contact’s Phone: (                  ) ___________ - ____________

Job Shadow Company Contact: __________________________________

Job Shadow Company Number: (                  ) ___________ - ____________
(Company main number can be found on the company contact page of the website)

Now, text your own phone the address and phone number of the Job Shadow Company so you have it in your phone in 
case you lose this piece of paper.



CTE Students: Job Shadow Pre-Assignment (p2)

COMPANY RESEARCH

Go online and look up the Company where you will be job shadowing.

1. Is there any information about your Job Shadow Host on the Internet? Is their bio on the company website? Do they 
have a profile on LinkedIn?

2. What type of business is your Job Shadow Company in? Who are their competitors? 

3. What goods or services do they provide?

4. Create three questions to ask your Job Shadow Host

• Question 1

• Question 2

• Question 3

5. Print the Company information so that you will have it to study before your job shadow day

ELEVATOR SPEECH

When you introduce yourself to your host and others at your Job Shadow Company, what are you going to say? 

Create a brief introduction for yourself- we call this an elevator speech. Elevator speeches are useful when you only have 
a brief moment in time to make a positive first impression.  Your elevator speech should proceed as follows:

1. Give your name
2. State what program you are in (“I am a Chicago Public Schools, Career and Technical Education Student”)
3. State your chosen career path (for example Culinary Arts)
4. Tell them what school you attend
5. Tell them what year you are (Junior)

So, when you meet your host for the first time, you will shake the person’s hand, maintain eye contact and give your 
elevator speech. For example-:

“Hello Mr. Host, it is nice to meet you. My name is Sheryl Johnson. I am a Chicago Public Schools CTE student and a junior 
at Dunbar Vocational High School. My chosen career path is Culinary Arts. So, I am really looking forward to learning more 
about food preparation today.”

Practice your elevator speech with family and friends prior to your Job Shadow Workshop.



CTE Students: Job Shadow Host Evaluation

Evaluation Questions Strongly 

Agree
Agree

Neither 

Agree 

Nor 

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly 

Disagree
N/A

Overall

Overall, I had a positive job shadow experience. 

I benefited from my CTE job shadow experience.

I would consider future internship opportunities or employment with the company.

I feel like I can make better choices about my college and career path after having 

this experience.

Content/Experience

My job shadow experience increased my knowledge of the day to day activities of  

the job I shadowed

My job shadow experience increased my  understanding of what education is 

needed for the job I shadowed

The job shadow experience made me more interested in pursuing a career in the 

field.

My job shadow experience was related to the career program I am studying in 

school.

The related CTE course taught in school helped me take advantage of my job 

shadow experience.

Coaching / Training

My CTE job shadow workshop provided me with the training/feedback needed to 

take advantage of the job shadow experience.

I was given a specific job shadow mentor when I got to the company site.

My job shadow mentor helped me network with others within the company.

My job shadow mentor answered the questions I had about the job.

My job shadow mentor inquired about my future plans for college and career.

My job shadow mentor inquired if I would like to intern for the organization.

I plan on staying in contact with job shadow mentor.

My CTE internship contact (Partner Development Liaison) was available to ask 

questions, discuss issues or problems during my work experience.

Information:
• Date of Evaluation:
• Student Name & Student ID
• School Name & CTE Program
• Job Shadow Mentor Name & Title
• Company/Organization Name

Job Shadow Description (Briefly describes the type of job or jobs you learned about on your visit)

What did you like about your CTE job shadow experience?

What improvements would you recommend?



Job Shadow Host: Student Evaluation

WORK ETHIC / CHARACTER YES or NO NA

Appearance/Hygiene

Timeliness

Oratory/Speaking

WORK ETHIC / CHARACTER

1 = Below 

Standard/Expectation

2 = Meets 

Standard/Expectation

3 = Exceeds 

Standard/Expectation NA

Attitude

Ambition/Initiative

INTERPERSONAL NA

Verbal Communication

Active Listening

Feedback

Strongly 

Agree
Agree

Neither 

Agree Nor 

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly 

Disagree
N/A

I felt the CTE student intern had a strong sense of their goals for college 

and/or career attainment.

I enjoyed mentoring the CTE student and personally benefited from the 

engagement. 

If I had an open internship opportunity for a high school student, I would 

consider hiring the student for an internship. 

I have an open internship opportunity for a high school student this 

summer and would consider hiring this student for an internship.

Information:
• Date of Evaluation
• Student Name &  Student ID
• School Name & CTE Program
• Job Shadow Mentor Name & Title
• Job Shadow Mentor Company/Organization
• Job Shadow Mentor Phone & Email

Please evaluate the student on the following key 21st century career readiness skills. If you did not sufficiently observe the 
skill to make an accurate assessment, please mark NA.

• Overall Student Impression:
• Areas For Development:
• Other Comments:

Mentoring Certification Prep Support Internships Curriculum Development

Guest Speakers Site Visits Cooperative Education Staff Development

Project-based Learning Job Shadows Industry Advisory Councils Staff Recruiting

I am interested in/would like to continue participating in the following types of experiences with CPS (check all that 
apply):



STUDENT GOALS: STUDENTS EMBRACING THEIR NEW PROFESSIONALISM

• Youth are engaged in meaningful, responsible adult work supporting their path to maturity
• Youth increase their career preparedness and knowledge of the habits (skills and competencies) of compensated work
• Youth understand their own interests and abilities as they relate working in the 21st century economy
• Youth are motivated to be successful in school as they contextualize their work in a results-oriented environment
• Youth build an understanding of themselves as lifelong learners and apply this to their future schooling and careers
• Youth understand the relationship between work, personal income and lifelong earning
• Youth strengthen and improve their academic, technical and employability skills
• Youth understand the importance of relationships with people different from themselves
• Youth increase their sense of civic engagement and responsibility. They understand how work addresses a community or 

public purpose in addition to the commercial and profit-seeking aspects
• Youth build self-confidence and maturity by working with adults in a business environment
• Youth include their families in the learning experience. Youth help build pride among family members for their involvement 

in learning and new opportunities, leading to higher expectations for lifelong achievement. Youth and families receive 
support to make internships a collective learning experience

MODEL INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS

Model internships are planned, structured, and evaluated by the intern, internship coordinator, internship site supervisor, and 
parents when possible. Effective internships provide interns with the opportunities to develop an understanding of the career
area duties and responsibilities, terminology, climate, protocol, and other information that will enable interns to meaningfully
analyze and revise their future plans. 

CTE Internship Programs 

Internships provide full career immersion with responsibility for 
real, necessary tasks that matter to an employer. 

Source: National Academy Foundation | Preparing Youth for Life: The Gold Standards for High School Internships

Internships are on the critical path to students’ development,  marking entrance into the adult world of external accountability. 

CTE IS COMMITTED TO OFFERING CHALLENGING AND EMPOWERING REAL-WORLD APPLICATION OF ITS CAREER PROGRAMS

CTE is committed to providing every work-ready student the opportunity to apply their skills in a high impact internship. 
Internships are a powerful form of work-based learning involving meaningful work with responsibility and accountability. 
An internship should challenge the student to apply and build on their academic, technical and employability skills. Unlike 
youth employment, internships are highly structured learning programs where workplace supervisors are responsible for 
student development and workplace performance.  Balancing this dynamic is what transforms entry-level work into a 
powerhouse of learning and development. 

CTE INTERNSHIPS TARGET THE JUNIOR SUMMER WHEN COLLEGE AND CAREER GOALS BECOME EMINENTLY IMPORTANT

CTE programs are delivered over a three year continuum from sophomore to senior year.  Internships target the summer 
after Junior year. By this point, CTE students have completed two years of CTE curriculum where they focused on technical 
and employability skills development. During this instructional period, CTE teachers use project-based learning to simulate 
real-world context while still providing a scaffolded learning environment. The internship marks the transition from a highly 
structured classroom  to an independent workplace where student s apply their skills to real tasks that have meaning for 
their internship host and supervisor. Students work with their supervisor to complete concrete work tasks and are held 
accountable for their work and behavioral performance. 



 INTERNSHIPS DRIVE EDUCATION EQUITY

High schools aim to achieve excellence (high student achievement) and equity (opportunity and success for each and every student). Youth 
today need internships as a part of a high quality education that equips them with the knowledge and skills to achieve their full intellectual 
and social potential. Ensuring that the internship experience is available for all students, and that appropriate supports are built into the 
experience, allows all students to be successful in this endeavor.

 INTERNSHIPS ARE PART OF A CONTINUUM OF WORK-BASED LEARNING

Internships exist within a developmental learning framework as the culmination of this continuum. High quality high school internships are 
informed by previous student activities. For example, opportunities to acquire career skills and investigate fields of interest related to the 
intern’s career and college goals (and) career preparation that links the internship experience to the skills and attributes needed to enter and 
succeed in the world of work and college.

 INTERNSHIPS ARE BASED ON IDENTIFIED YOUTH INTERESTS AND LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Internships and their objectives are stated in youth-centered, written, individual learning plans, differentiated for youth skill levels, and are 
based on work-based learning research and employer-defined work readiness skills needed for success. The continuum of experiences and 
learning for youth include interest surveys, mentoring and career exploration experiences to allow the internship to be aligned to a young 
person’s interests.

 INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCES ALIGN WITH ACADEMIC LEARNING

Internships complement and support core competencies and academic requirements and are included as part of course curriculum. Internship 
and academic learning objectives align. Curriculum is developed to incorporate learning from internships and 21st Century skills.  Internships 
provide an avenue to college and career opportunities for youth who would otherwise not consider these options

 ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE PREPARED FOR AND REFLECT UPON INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCES

The internship includes comprehensive preparation beforehand for youth, schools and employers to understand its goals, as well as a 
debriefing after the internship has ended to reflect on the experience. Those involved in the learning experience understand the
responsibilities and expected outcomes of the internship which are detailed in youth’s written, individual learning plans.

• School personnel, partners and intermediaries are responsible for preparing youth and employers for internship experiences, through the 
use of written, individual learning plans

• School personnel help establish structured learning objectives and facilitate interaction between employers and learners

• Youth are committed to implementing the individual learning plan and are supported by school personnel, partners and employers in 
meeting its established objectives

• Youth understand what to expect from an internship and what they must contribute to maximize career skill development

• Employers receive orientation and training about how to engage youth, maximize their own participation, and support learning experiences

 SYSTEMS ARE IN PLACE TO SUPPORT INTERNSHIP PARTICIPANTS THROUGHOUT THE EXPERIENCE

Internships are supported by an operational structure with supports that allow participants to work together effectively. 

 INTERNSHIPS ARE ASSESSED AGAINST IDENTIFIED YOUTH INTERESTS AND LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Internships are assessed against youth-centered, written, individual learning plans. Performance is evaluated by the employer/supervisor and 
the teacher/coordinator before, during and after the internship experience. Assessment data is used to measure changes in motivation, 
attendance, engagement and achievement in the classroom.

 INTERNSHIPS PRODUCE VALUABLE WORK THAT FURTHERS EMPLOYERS’ ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS

Interns support the goals and efforts of the host organization. Internships help employers to develop their future workforce while creating 
long-term, sustainable partnerships that link the education of youth with the bottom line for businesses.

 INTERNSHIPS ARE COMPENSATED

Youth are compensated for internship experiences that occur through school-based and community/worksite enterprises. Compensation may 
include a salary, payment for college credit or other appropriate solutions. Internship providers comply with all components of the Fair Labor 
Standards Act. Youth receive compensation for their work in a manner that rewards them for their efforts, thereby mirroring the real-world 
work place; this compensation also holds employers accountable for developing meaningful, structured learning experiences

 INTERNSHIPS OCCUR IN SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENTS

Internship experiences are compliant with legal, health, and safety regulations. Participants understand how to work with a diverse workforce. 

Internship Program Best Practices

National Academy Foundation | Preparing Youth for Life: The Gold Standards for High School Internships



MODEL INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS

Model internships are planned, structured, and evaluated by the intern, internship coordinator, internship site supervisor, and 
parents/guardians when possible. Effective internships provide interns with opportunities to develop an understanding of the 
career area duties and responsibilities, terminology, climate, protocol, and other information that will enable interns to 
meaningfully analyze and revise their future plans. There must be agreements, understanding, instruction, and orientation for
all participants; coordination by the school; evaluation of each intern’s experience; and program analysis for future program
improvements.

ELEMENTS OF A MODEL INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

□ Application, interview, and screening processes for acceptance into the internship program
□ School-directed coordination of instruction, preparation, and internship experiences
□ Communication with parents/guardians including their orientation to the internship program.
□ Structured instruction by the internship coordinator, which may include student competencies and emphasis on the career-

choice process and the student’s career portfolio
□ Student identification of a meaningful future plan resulting from career study and exploration
□ A goal of facilitating students' personal and career growth, including the ability to adapt to workplace trends and to become

managers of their own career development
□ Student instruction and/or practice in employability skills
□ Careful placement of students according to their future plans and readiness to participate
□ Program orientation for the internship site supervisor/mentor
□ An internship agreement signed by all individuals identifying responsibilities of the intern, supervisor, and coordinator
□ An internship training plan listing tasks, assignments, and/or observations specific to each internship site
□ Communication by the internship coordinator with all participants, including handling of problem situations
□ Evaluation of internship program by interns, site supervisors, and parents/guardians
□ Intern reflection of internship experience and revision of career plan to identify next steps in career development
□ Effective use of an advisory committee comprised of representatives from business/industry/organization and education
□ Policies that address liability, insurance, transportation, absences, inclement weather, confidentiality, local legal regulations, 

child labor laws, etc.
□ Public information and program promotion to students, programs, schools, parents and industry partners
□ Recognize program participants  - students, and industry partners and teachers

SITE SELECTION & SUPERVISION

Internship sites should be carefully selected so that interns are placed in locations and situations that provide quality learning 
experiences compatible with the intern's future plans. The management of the cooperating internship site should appoint an 
internship site supervisor/mentor to provide continuing guidance, direction, and training for the intern. Internship site 
supervisors/mentors will communicate regularly with the internship coordinator and periodically evaluate the intern.

CTE  COORDINATION OF INTERNSHIPS

Visits to the internship site are extremely important. However, the exact number of visits to the workplace by the internship
coordinator will depend upon the length and scheduling of the experience as well as any problems or concerns that may 
develop at particular internship sites. The number of coordination visits must be sufficient to obtain appropriate placements for 
all interns, to conduct meetings with the internship site supervisors/mentors, to develop internship training plans, to resolve 
any problems, and to evaluate intern performance and progress. Regular communication is essential.

FEDERAL AND STATE LABOR REGULATIONS

All internship programs, paid and unpaid, are subject to applicable federal and state labor regulations. Internship coordinators
must keep abreast of such regulations to ensure compliance.

CPS Partner Development
Internship Program Management

Internships provide full career immersion with responsibility for real, necessary tasks that matter to an employer. 

Source: Indiana CTE Internship Guide



CPS Internship Management Resources

□ Employability Assessment Work-Readiness Data

□ Student Interest Survey Data

□ Internship Application

□ Internship Interview Evaluation Form

□ Professional Career Internship Training Agreement

□ Professional Career Internship Training Plan

□ Weekly Internship Report and Time Sheet

□ Parent/Guardian Consent Form

• Permission to Participate

• Permission to Travel

• Internship Vehicle Verification

• Photo Release

• Medical Authorization and Insurance Information

□ Orientation to Business

□ Student Evaluation of the Internship

□ Site Supervisor's Evaluation of the Student Intern

□ Site Supervisor's Evaluation of the Internship Program

□ Request for Absence

□ Intern Confidentiality Agreement

□ Intern Termination Notice

□ Intern Probation Notice

DATA AND FORMS USED TO MANAGE INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS



CTE Teachers & Coordinators:
Student Internship Support

GOALS: HELPING YOUNG ADULTS TRANSFORM FROM STUDENTS TO PROFESSIONALS

• Students engage in meaningful, responsible adult work supporting their path to independence
• Students strengthen and improve their r academic, technical and employability skills
• Students understand their own interests and abilities as they relate to the world of work the 21st century economy
• Students gain a better understanding of how school relates to work as they use their skills in real work conditions
• Students gain a better understanding between work, personal income and lifelong earning
• Students understand the importance of relationships with people different from themselves

TEACHER SUPPORT: BRIDGING SCHOOL TO WORK

 Teachers work collaboratively with internship providers and receive training to help youth maximize their internship
 Teachers use their knowledge and leadership to help youth prepare for, participate in and reflect on the internship
 Teachers have access to effective professional development training to ensure that internships are included in the course 

curriculum in a way that complements and supports core competencies and academic requirements
 Teachers learn how to facilitate and engage in dialogues with youth about their internship experiences
 Teachers receive time and resources necessary to contribute to the internship planning, implementation and evaluation in 

order to ensure that internships are aligned with core competencies and academic requirements
 Teachers have time to build their understanding about how to maximize high school internship experiences
 Teachers are informed about the progress of youth in their internship and are able to tailor individual instruction
 Teachers gain real-time feedback on how their academic discipline is applied in different work settings

STUDENT SUPPORT: HELPING YOUR STUDENTS “WIN AT WORK”

 Develop a relationship with a CTE Partner Development Liaison (PDL)
 Inform your PDL of any work-based learning programs you are conducting in your own program and school
 Support employability development through classroom activity, curriculum and student feedback
 Complete the Employability Assessment – students who rate “Yes” on all Fundamentals and  “2 or 3” on Work Ethic will be 

eligible for an internship opportunity
 Follow student internship offers and acceptances online at www.
 Encourage students to accept offers in a timely fashion
 Discuss concerns with students who were made an offer but did not accept
 Communicate any student or process concerns immediately to your PDL
 Distribute Internship Pre-Assignment to students who have accepted internship offers
 Conduct Internship Workshop 
 Host a professional dress day to observe if students are complying with dress code – if you are uncomfortable referencing 

inappropriate dress on female students (cleavage, exposed midriff) please recruit a female teacher to assist. It is critical that 
they receive this feedback.

 In the last few days of the school year, connect with students participating in the internship program to make sure their 
internship checklist is completed (checklist on homework assignment)

 If possible, be accessible via phone or text on the first day of internships to answer emergency questions from students (PDL
will speak directly with employer is student if a no show)

 Debrief with students when they return after the summer and celebrate their successes
 Support students by proofreading thank you notes to their internship supervisor; this will encourage employers to continue 

participating
 Encourage students to complete the internship online evaluation if they did not do so during the summer
 Encourage students to follow up with their internship supervisor if they were made an offer to continue their internship 

during the school year
 Read and incorporate Internship Supervisor evaluation and feedback into Senior year student planning

Internships help teachers transition students from a youth-centric 
world into adulthood where they will be accountable to others. 



CTE INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS

CTE students are engaged in one of 40 occupational programs across 11 industry clusters.  CTE is committed to providing 
every work-ready student the opportunity to apply their skills in a high impact internship. Internships are a powerful form 
of work-based learning involving meaningful work with responsibility and accountability. An internship should challenge 
the student to apply and build on their academic, technical and employability skills. 

GOAL: WHEN WORK BECOMES LIFE-CHANGING FOR A STUDENT

• Youth are engaged in meaningful, responsible adult work supporting their path to maturity
• Youth increase their career preparedness and knowledge of the habits (skills and competencies) of compensated work
• Youth understand their own interests and abilities as they relate to the world of work the 21st century economy
• Youth are motivated to be successful in school as they contextualize their work in a results-oriented environment
• Youth understand the relationship between work, personal income and lifelong earning
• Youth strengthen and improve their academic, technical and employability skills
• Youth understand the importance of relationships with people different from themselves

BUSINESS BENEFIT: DEVELOPING NEW SOURCES FOR UNTAPPED TALENT

 Employers see a return on their investment that includes increased visibility in their local, national and international 
markets; improved employee productivity; and greater ability to create and retain a talented workforce

 Employers receive productive work that furthers the mission and goals of their organizations
 Employers are involved in defining the skills that are needed to succeed in a high school internship experience
 Employers benefit from positive public relations and workforce impact generated by their connection with and support 

of youth in communities. As a result, they are able to better attract and retain employees
 Employers’ staff members are energized by new ideas and connections with youth that anchor their organizations to 

their communities, resulting in higher morale and productivity among existing workers
 Potential lower recruiting costs as school become pipelines for entry-level talent
 Lower new employee training costs as experienced interns are hired as summer, part-time or full-time employees
 Occasions for networking and developing new business contacts by connecting with other CTE internship providers
 Employers increase their ability to implement social responsibility pledges, community investment goals or strategic 

philanthropic endeavors—particularly in the area of direct community involvement by employees

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES

□ A willingness to play a role in the career development of a student who would otherwise not have access to a 
meaningful professional engagement

□ Willingness to take the time to develop an internship that has serves a triple bottom line – where business needs, 
supervisor requirements and student learning goals align

□ Willingness to dedicate time for a supervisor to adequately structure a high quality internship experience with clear 
goals, concrete tasks,  training objectives and metrics of accountability

□ A willingness to allocate additional supervisor time to adequately manage the student’s performance
□ A willingness to revise the internship plan as business and student circumstances arise
□ A willingness to honestly and respectfully evaluate the intern throughout the internship providing regular feedback; 

conducting feedback during the internship rather than at the exit is critical to student development
□ A willingness to verify reports, time sheets, and other internship documents

Industry Partners:
High Impact Internships

Internships provide full career immersion with responsibility 
for real, necessary tasks that matter to an employer. 

Source: National Academy Foundation | Preparing Youth for Life: The Gold Standards for High School Internships



Industry Partners: Driving 21st Century Skills

Industry Partners should develop and hold students accountable to 21st century skills 
demanded by the current economy. 

Industry Partners have told CTE that they struggle to find the right  tool to manage students’ performance, 
whether they are from college or high school. 

CTE has developed an easy to use Employability Assessment that measures performance on 16 core 21st

century skills most demanded by employers.  Each skill can be rated as Below Standard, Meets Standard or 
Exceeds Standard. 

WHAT ARE THE SIXTEEN 21ST CENTURY EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS AND WHAT ARE SOME SIMPLE EXAMPLES?

1. Appearance:  Does your intern dress as required when you are asked to wear a specific attire?

2. Attendance:  Does your intern show up on time each day?

3. Oratory/Speaking: Does your intern use appropriate language and friendly tone when talking with others? 

4. Attitude:  Does your intern bring a positive outlook to work each day and sustain it throughout the day?

5. Accountability/Integrity:  Does your intern take responsibility when he/she make mistakes?

6. Ambition Initiative:  Does your intern take on extra work even when not required?

7. Self Control:  Does your intern maintain a professional manner even in stressful situations?

8. Verbal Communication:  Does your intern effectively expresses his/her ideas in a clear and logical manner?

9. Active Listening:  Does your intern focus on the conversation you are having and ask clarifying questions? 

10. Feedback:  Does your intern respond to constructive criticism without getting defensive or mad? 

11. Teamwork:  Does your intern complete assigned  functions on the team as well as work collaboratively 
with others?

12. Supervision:  Does your intern complete required tasks without needing to be reminded?

13. Procedure/Rule Following:  Does your intern follow or improve on your directions when completing tasks?

14. Problem Solving:  Does your intern methodically work through problems or just attempt to “wing it”?

15. Information Management:  Does your intern seek out resources to compete tasks, or does he/she overly 
rely on others for the answers?

16. Computer Literacy:  Does your intern communicate using email in timely manner without spelling or 
grammar mistakes?



21st Century Skills: Employability Assessment
FUNDAMENTAL YES or NO

Appearance
Dresses according to the defined norms of the workplace or school activity. Categories are business casual, business (coat and tie), and business formal (suit). Understands that appropriate 

appearance impacts cultural fit at the workplace.    

Timeliness Arrives on time and is rarely absent without cause.  Understands the relationship between punctuality and how people perceive them.  

Oratory/ 

Speaking Uses appropriate language, volume, clarity and tone based on the norms of the environment. Uses friendly tone and smiles when conversing with others.

WORK ETHIC/ 

CHARACTER
1 = Below Standard/Expectation 2 = Meets Standard/Expectation 3 = Exceeds Standard/Expectation

Attitude

Is often negative and struggles to reorient negative outlook into a 

positive outlook. Does not understand or is not concerned with 

how attitude affects performance and group dynamics.

Is usually optimistic and can reorient negative outlook 

into a positive outlook. Understands how attitude 

affects performance and group dynamics.

Is optimistic and quickly reorients negative outlook into a 

positive outlook.  Values how attitude affects performance 

and group dynamics and tries to positively influence 

conditions.

Accountability/ 

Integrity

Rarely acknowledges responsibility for own actions and decisions. 

Does not complete assignments and is not concerned with 

quality of work. Has a generally low standard of performance.

Acknowledges responsibility for own actions and 

decisions. Completes assignments and is concerned with 

quality of work. Works towards a high standard of 

performance for self.

Assumes responsibility for actions and decisions. Completes 

assignments and is concerned with quality of own work and 

that of peers. Works towards a high standard of performance.

Self Control

Does not have control over emotional reactions. Responds to 

difficult individuals or situations with an agitated and defensive 

manner. Struggles to keep personal matters from interfering with 

performance.

For the most part, controls emotional reactions.  

Responds to difficult individuals or situations with a 

calm and non-defensive manner. Usually keeps personal 

matters from interfering with performance.

Can suppress own reaction and remedy difficult individuals or 

situations with a calm and non-defensive manner. Keeps 

personal matters from interfering and maintains top 

performance.

Ambition/

Initiative

Has difficulty setting and achieving short term goals.  Rarely takes 

initiative and waits for others to give work.  Is only motivated 

under excessive influence or threats.  Has a low expectation for 

self.

Can set and achieve short and moderate term goals.  

Takes initiative and does not wait for others to give 

work.  Is self motivated but needs encouragement at 

times.  Sets moderate expectations for self.

Can set and achieve short and long term goals.  Takes initiative 

and does not wait for others to give work. Is self motivated 

and can strive independently. Sets high expectations and 

strives to surpass them.

PROBLEM 

SOLVING
1 = Below Standard/Expectation 2 = Meets Standard/Expectation 3 = Exceeds Standard/Expectation

Supervision Needs constant supervision to complete tasks. Needs moderate supervision to complete tasks. Needs minimal supervision to complete tasks.

Procedure/Rule 

Following

Has difficulty following rules and procedures. Jumps into tasks 

without first reading the directions.  Does not seek clarification 

when unclear. Does not see the relevance of procedures to 

performance.

Follows rules and procedures. Reads all directions 

before starting. Checks for clarification when unclear.  

Understands relevance of procedures to performance.

Follows rules and procedures.  Reads all directions before 

starting.  Can break down instructions and prioritize 

implementation. Checks for clarification when directions are 

unclear.   Appreciates relevance of procedures to performance 

and contributes suggestions for new/better procedures.

Problem Solving 

Approach

Does not approach program solving with any process. Has 

difficulty constructing and executing a plan. 

Uses a basic process for problem solving. (1) 

Understand the problem (2) Construct a plan to solve 

the problem (3) Execute the plan.

Uses an advanced process for problem solving. (1) Identify the 

problem (2) Understand the problem (3) Construct a plan to 

solve the problem (4) Execute the plan (5) Evaluate results

Information 

Management

Struggles to identify and acquire information needed to solve a 

problem.  Has difficulty extracting and understanding information 

from charts and graphs.  Has difficulty organizing information 

effectively.

Can identify and acquire information to solve a 

problem.  Can extract and understand information from 

charts and graphs.  Can organize information effectively.

Can identify, acquire, and analyze information across 

disciplines to solve a problem.  Can extract and understand 

information from charts and graphs.   Recognizes information 

most relevant to a situation.  Can organize information 

effectively.  Seeks opportunities to learn new information.

INTERPERSONAL 1 = Below Standard/Expectation 2 = Meets Standard/Expectation 3 = Exceeds Standard/Expectation

Verbal 

Communication

Does not effectively express his/her ideas in a clear and logical 

manner. Has difficulty building on information presented during a 

conversation. Usually responds with yes/no answers.  Often uses 

communication destructively to gossip or cause harm.

Effectively expresses his/her ideas in a clear and logical 

manner. Can have a two-way conversation building on 

information obtained during the conversation.   Uses 

communication constructively to promote goals not to 

gossip or cause harm.

Effectively promotes his/her ideas in a clear and logical 

manner. Supports his/her ideas with data and research versus 

personal opinion. Is a skilled conversationalist and can 

successfully engage others in brainstorming and conflict 

resolution. Uses communication constructively to promote 

goals not to gossip or cause harm.

Active Listening

Struggles to understand, interpret, and evaluate what he or she 

heard. Does not accurately recall information. Does not ask 

clarifying statements. Does not maintain eye contact. Does not 

use listening cues such as nodding and verifying statements.

Can understand what he or she heard. Can accurately 

recall information. Asks clarifying statements. Maintains 

eye contact. Uses listening cues such as nodding.

Can understand, interpret, and evaluate what he or she heard. 

Accurately recalls and summarizes information. Asks clarifying 

statements. Maintains eye contact. Uses listening cues such as 

nodding and verifying statements.

Feedback

Responds defensively to constructive criticism. Often deflects by 

providing excuses. Resists being redirected to appropriate 

behavior. Does not defer judgment.

Responds civilly to constructive criticism. Absorbs 

feedback as a learning tool. Can be redirected to 

appropriate behavior. Reflects on feedback and defers 

immediate judgment.

Proactively seeks feedback and responds positively to 

constructive criticism. Absorbs feedback and seeks new ways 

to perfect behavior or performance. Easily redirected to 

appropriate behavior. Reflects on feedback and defers 

immediate judgment.

Teamwork  ≥2 

people

Does not work well in a team situation. Does not share 

responsibility for team deliverables. Deflects workload onto 

other team members.  Often seeks to reduce level of quality. Is 

critical of other team members.  Disrespects other team 

members’ input. Is unwilling to compromise to achieve overall 

team success.

Works with other team members to accomplish shared 

goals. Shares responsibility for team deliverables and 

accomplishes an equal portion of the workload.  

Respects and values other team members’ input. Willing 

to compromise to achieve overall team success.

Works with other team members to accomplish shared goals 

and often takes on team leadership position. Shares 

responsibility for team deliverables and accomplishes an equal 

portion of the workload.  Provides team members with 

constructive guidance, encouraging others to do high quality 

work.  Respects and values other team members’ input. 

Supports negotiated compromise to achieve team success.

COMPUTER 1 = Below Standard/Expectation 2 = Meets Standard/Expectation 3 = Exceeds Standard/Expectation

Computer 

Literacy

Can operate a computer. Can connect to internet. Can use search 

engines. Can send/receive email. Has difficulty using word 

processing software.

Can operate a computer. Can connect to internet. Can 

use search engines. Can send/receive email. Can use 

word processing software.

Can operate a computer. Can connect to internet. Can use 

search engines. Can send/receive email. Can use word 

processing, presentation and spreadsheet software.



Industry Partners:  
CPS CTE Internship Request Form

Industry Clusters Aligned to CTE Career And Technical Education Programs
Mark the occupational areas within your organization that accept or are interested in interns

Accounting/Finance Health Sciences

Agriculture Hospitality

Architecture Human Services

Construction Law

Business  Administration Manufacturing

Broadcast Technology Pre-Engineering

Culinary Public Safety

Digital Media Transportation

Information Technology General Services

ORGANIZATION INFORMATION

• Name of Organization, Contact person & Title
• Address, Phone, Fax , Email
• Organization web address
• Organization description/ mission (50 words or less)
• What is the organization’s minimum age for internship participation?

INTERNSHIP INFORMATION

• Internship position title
• Number of positions available
• Amount of training by the agency required prior to start of the assignment and  # hours
• Application/interview process
• Is the site of this assignment accessible by public transportation? Yes or No
• Purpose of this position (50 words or less):
• Responsibilities (50 words or less):
• Skills needed and other expectations (50 words or less): 
• Who will supervise the student? 
• Please include any forms this Organization requires its volunteers to complete.

Time commitment 1 day 1 wk ≤1 mo. 2-3 months 4-6 months 6 months to 1 year

Day of Week Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Time of Day Morning (weekend/vacation only) Afternoon Evening

SCHEDULING OPTIONS (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)



WHAT IS AN INTERNSHIP?
An internship will provide you the opportunity to  independently test out your life as a career professional without a teacher or parent 
managing you. This is a higher-stakes real world opportunity. Your job shadow was a dress rehearsal and your internship is live action in 
front of a demanding audience – your supervisor and co-workers. Your internship has goals, tasks, responsibility and accountability. 
You will develop a deeper understanding of the duties, responsibilities and opportunities within a career path. You will use these new 
insights to analyze and revise your future educational and career plans. 

WHY IS AN INTERNSHIP NOT LIKE A REGULAR JOB?
Unlike a job, internships are highly structured learning programs where supervisors support and challenge you to strengthen your
academic, technical and employability skills. The difference between an internship and a job is this:
– When a company invests more money in your development than you make for their company, then it is an internship… 

and your pay is a stipend. 
– When you make more money for a company than they invest in your development, then it is a job….

and your compensation is in return for this contribution. 

WHAT DO I GET OUT OF IT?
 Chance to engage in meaningful, responsible adult work supporting your path to independence
 Strengthen and improve your academic, technical and employability skills
 Understand your own interests and abilities as they relate to work in the 21st century economy
 Gain an understanding of how school relates to work as you use your academic, technical and employability skills in the work world
 Gain a better understanding between work, personal income and lifelong earning
 Understand the importance of relationships with people different from yourself

WHAT DO PEOPLE MEAN WHEN THEY TALK ABOUT 21ST CENTURY EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS?
 Appearance: Do you dress as required when you are asked to wear specific attire?
 Attendance: Do you show up on time for school, work and family functions?
 Oratory/Speaking: Do you use appropriate language and friendly tone when talking with others? 
 Attitude: Do you bring a positive outlook to school or work and sustain it throughout the day?
 Accountability/Integrity: Do you take responsibility when you make mistakes?
 Ambition Initiative: Do you show that you are self-motivated and take on extra work even when not required?
 Self Control: Do you maintain a professional manner even in stressful situations?
 Verbal Communication: Do you effectively expresses your  ideas in a clear and logical manner?
 Active Listening: Do you focus on the conversation you are having and ask clarifying statements? 
 Feedback: Do you respond to helpful feedback without getting defensive or mad? 
 Teamwork: Do you complete your assigned functions on the team as well as work collaboratively with others?
 Supervision: Do you complete required tasks without needing to be reminded?
 Procedure/Rule Following: Do you follow your teacher’s or supervisor’s directions when completing tasks?
 Problem Solving: Do you methodically work through problems or just attempt to “wing it”?
 Information Management: Do you seek out resources to compete tasks or do you overly rely on others for the answers?
 Computer Literacy: Are you able to communicate using email in timely manner without spelling or grammar mistakes?

HOW DO I SECURE AN INTERNSHIP THROUGH CTE?
 Complete the CTE Student Interest Survey
 Know whether or not you were rated work-ready by asking your teacher for your employability assessment status
 If you are work-ready, you will receive an offer via email from a CTE Partner Developer
 Respond in a timely manner to offer communication from CTE Partner Developers and Teachers
 If you accept an offer, sign your offer sheet and get your parent permission form signed
 Complete your pre-internship assignment 
 Attend all pre-internship workshops and orientations

CTE Students:
Internship Career Opportunity

A job shadow creates a critical link between you and your future by 
providing you a “day in the life” of your desired career. 



CTE Students: Internship Pre-Assignment (pg1)

Student Name:

CTE Program:

Instructor Signature verifying that all items are complete

In preparation for your CTE Internship Orientation, you will need to complete this assignment and bring all of the items 
on the checklist to the orientation session. 

INTERNSHIP PRE-WORK ASSIGNMENT CHECKLIST

□ 2 Copies of your Resume 
□ A Copy of your Internship Offer Agreement
□ Copy of Internship Contact and Company in your 

wallet or bag
□ School and Parental Permission Forms
□ Your Transportation Plan to reach your Internship

□ Answers to your Company Research Questions
□ Internship Questions for your Employer
□ Personal Elevator Speech
□ Dress Code Contract
□ Pen and Paper

INTERNSHIP TRANSPORTATION PLAN

1. Where is my internship company located?  What are the cross streets?

Street 1 _______________________ and Street 2   ____________________

2. What types of transportation will I need to use to get to my internship ? 

Take ____________________ transfer to  ____________________  transfer to  ____________________ 

3. How long will it take to get from my house to the internship? _________________________ 
(Did you allow for the time it might take you to wait for each train or bus?)

4. What time will I leave the house in order to arrive 15-30 minutes before my scheduled start time? _______AM/PM

5. Who will I call if for any reason I have difficulty making it to my internship?                           

6. CPS Contact: __________________________________

CPS Contact’s Phone: (                  ) ___________ - ____________

Internship Company Contact: __________________________________

Internship Company Number: (                  ) ___________ - ____________
(Company main number can be found on the company contact page of the website)

Now, text your own phone the address and phone number of the Internship Company so you have it in your phone in 
case you loose this piece of paper.



CTE Students: Internship Pre-Assignment (p2)

COMPANY RESEARCH

Go online and look up the Company where you will be interning.

1. Is there any information about your internship supervisor on the Internet? Is their bio on the company website? Do 
they have a profile on LinkedIn?

2. What type of business is your Internship Company in? Who are their competitors? 

3. What goods or services do they provide?

4. Create three questions to ask your Internship supervisor:

• Question 1

• Question 2

• Question 3

5. Print the Company information so that you will have it to study before the first day of your internship.

ELEVATOR Speech

When you introduce yourself to your host and others at your Internship Company, what are you going to say? 

Create a brief introduction for yourself.  We call this an elevator speech. Elevator speeches are useful when you only have 
a brief moment to make a positive first impression. Your elevator speech should proceed as follows:

1. Give your name
2. State what program you are in (“I am a Chicago Public Schools, Career and Technical Education Student”) 
3. State your chosen career path (for example Culinary Arts)
4. Tell them what school you attend
5. Tell them what year you are (Junior)

So, when you meet your supervisor for the first time, you will shake the person’s hand, maintain eye contact and give 
your elevator speech. For example-

“Hello Mr. Host, it is nice to meet you. My name is Sheryl Johnson. I am a Chicago Public Schools CTE student and a junior 
at Dunbar Vocational High School. My chosen career path is Culinary Arts. So, I am really looking forward to learning more 
about food preparation during the course of this internship.”

Practice your elevator speech with family and friends prior to the first day of your internship.



Parent or Guardian
Internship Support

Internships mark your youth’s entrance into the professional world.  The internship experience can be a 
breakthrough opportunity to develop a new relationship with your youth as they move from childhood 
towards adult responsibility.  Until now, you and your child have lived in different universes. The adult world 
of responsibility is now something that you have in common. 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF A CTE INTERNSHIP TO YOUR YOUTH?

• They are engaged in meaningful, responsible adult work supporting their path to maturity
• They increase their career preparedness and knowledge of the habits (skills and competencies) of compensated work
• They understand their own interests and abilities as they relate to work the 21st century economy
• They are motivated to be successful in school as they contextualize their work in a results-oriented environment
• They understand the relationship between work, personal income and lifelong earning
• They strengthen and improve their academic, technical and employability skills
• They understand the importance of relationships with people different from themselves

HOW CAN YOU HELP YOUR YOUTH HAVE A SUCCESSFUL INTERNSHIP?

□ Encourage your youth to participate in the CTE Internship Program
□ Complete the permission form provided by CTE Partner Development 
□ Work cooperatively with the CTE internship coordinator and intern in solving school, work, and home problems.
□ Ask to review your youth’s Internship Offer and celebrate their entrance into the CTE Internship Program
□ Ask to review your youth’s Training Agreement and become knowledgeable concerning the purposes and procedures so 

that you can support them during the internship
□ Provide encouragement and assistance to ensure your youth meets program objectives, which maximizes benefit from 

the internship
□ Communicate questions or concerns to the internship coordinator, not the site supervisor
□ Understand that career exploration/preparation is the goal of the program – encourage discussion around learning
□ Provide guidance as new career and education questions come to light
□ Support good financial management, encouraging saving or responsible spending
□ Celebrate the end of the internship to mark a major milestone towards adult independence
□ Encourage writing thank you notes to the internship supervisors and provide proofreading if possible

WHAT RESPONSIBILITIES DOES A PARENT OR GUARDIAN HAVE DURING THE INTERNSHIP?

 The intern and parents/guardians assume all responsibility, accountability, and liability for any and all acts arising out of
the intern’s participation in the internship program, including but not limited to the operation of a motor vehicle to and 
from the internship site

 Assume general legal responsibility for the actions of the intern while at the internship site
 If required, provide proof of health and liability insurance coverage, understanding that because the intern is not an 

employee of the company, no worker’s compensation applies
 Allow the internship coordinator to share relevant school and internship data that would be helpful in assisting the 

intern at the internship site, in compliance with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)
 Maintain and reinforce confidentiality regarding any information their child gains while at their internship site

Internships are a vital part of helping your youth become college and career ready. 



Internship Offer Agreement

COMPANY:

DEPARTMENT:

SITE SUPERVISOR, TITLE:

POSITION:

INTERNSHIP DESCRIPTION :

DURATION: BEGINNING DATE _______/_______/_______ ENDING DATE _______/_______/_______

PERFORMANCE REVIEW DATES _______/_______/_______ AND _______/_______/_______

DAILY SCHEDULE: M ________ T ________ W _______ TH _______ F ________

PRIMARY STUDENT JOB TASKS
REQUIRED ACTIONS AND NECESSARY

RESOURCES

HOW PERFORMANCE

WILL BE MEASURED

TRAINING PLAN:

CTE STAFF SIGNATURE & DATE:

INTERN'S SIGNATURE & DATE:

SITE SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE & DATE:



Professional Internship Training Plan

STUDENT NAME: STUDENT ID:

CTE PROGRAM:

INTERNSHIP SITE:

SITE SUPERVISOR:

POSITION:

CAREER GOAL:

DURATION: BEGINNING DATE _______/_______/_______ ENDING DATE _______/_______/_______

DAILY SCHEDULE: M ________ T ________ W _______ TH _______ F ________ S ________ SU ________

WHAT IS YOUR GOAL? HOW WILL YOU ACCOMPLISH THIS GOAL?
COMPLETED

Y/N

CTE STAFF SIGNATURE & DATE:

INTERN'S SIGNATURE & DATE:

SITE SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE & DATE:



Professional Internship Training Agreement

GENERAL CRITERIA:
1. The internship is focused on supervised skill development, not simply the execution of workplace tasks. This is what 

distinguishes an internship from job
2. The student does not displace regular employees but works under their close observation
3. The business understands that the business may (or) may not derive any immediate economic advantage from the activities 

of the student, and on occasion its operations may actually be impeded
4. The student is not automatically guaranteed a job at the conclusion of the internship period
5. The business and the student understand that the internship may or may not be compensated
6. The site supervisor/mentor and the school will provide instruction and experiences at the internship site and in the 

classroom that will provide the student-learner with skills and attitudes necessary for life-long learning, competitive 
employment, and continuous improvement

THE STUDENT AGREES TO:
1. Perform the necessary tasks and follow instructions as given 

by the internship coordinator and supervisor
2. Abide by the regulations and policies of the business and the 

school
3. Attend the internship orientation
4. Arrange their own transportation to and from the internship
5. Notify the internship coordinator and the site supervisor of 

pre-arranged days where they will be absent
6. File complete weekly reports on his/her activities as 

required
7. Report to the internship coordinator as soon as possible 

when problems arise affecting his/her internship placement
8. Dress appropriately as required by the internship supervisor
9. Provide proof of medical and automobile insurance and a 

valid driver's license if required for internship
10. Support all activities related to the internship program, 

including recognition events
11. Refrain from using a personal cell phone for text messaging 

and/or personal calls
12. Not hold the internship site liable for accidents or injuries 

sustained during training
13. Keep all matters confidential.

THE BUSINESS AGREES TO:
1. Prepare the Internship Offer Agreement
2. Assign a training supervisor who will evaluate and 

supervise the student
3. Prepare the Training Plan Form
4. Conduct an orientation using the Orientation check-

list 
5. Notify the internship coordinator in advance if plans 

are made to terminate or alter the position of the 
student

6. Meet with the internship coordinator at periodic 
intervals to discuss the student’s progress

7. Provide safety instruction for all tasks and duties to 
be performed that may present a possible hazard

8. Comply with all applicable state and federal 
employment regulations, provide student equal 
opportunity employment, and not discriminate on 
the basis of race, color, national origin, including 
limited English proficiency, sex, or disability.

9. Adhere to the provisions of all state and federal 
child labor laws and labor-management agreements

10. Evaluate the student

SCHOOL NAME AGREES TO:
1. Administer the program and provide necessary forms
2. Provide specific and/or general related instruction;
3. Act as liaison between the parties of this agreement;
4. Maintain adequate records;
5. Notify the site supervisor in advance if the status of the 

student changes 
6. Make periodic contacts with the site supervisor to discuss 

student progress and to evaluate the training station

THE PARENT OR GUARDIAN AGREES TO:
1. Direct the student in carrying out his/her 

responsibilities and contact the internship 
coordinator, not the site supervisor/mentor, when 
problems or questions arise concerning the 
internship

2. Provide insurance for the student
3. Not hold the business liable for any accidents or 

injuries sustained during the internship

It is the policy of the Chicago Public Schools not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, gender, veteran status, national origin, age, 
limited English proficiency, or disability in its programs or employment policies.



Internship Orientation Checklist

COMPANY ORIENTATION

□ Provide tour of facilities

□ Introduce intern to key people; both 
managers and potential colleagues

□ Explain the company's history.

□ Describe the company's product line(s) or 
service(s)

□ Give intern copies of printed materials 
(when applicable).

• employee handbook

• site supervisor’s/mentor’s business 
card

• internship site brochures

JOB ORIENTATION

□ Show intern his/her work station

□ Describe intern's responsibilities

□ Explain the importance of the intern's 
responsibilities to the organization

DEPARTMENT ORIENTATION

□ Breaks

□ Work schedules

□ Days off

□ Presence of food at work station

□ Introduce co-workers

□ Explain job responsibilities of co-workers

□ Identify training supervisor(s) is applicable

COMPANY POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

□ Appropriate dress and grooming

□ Safety rules

□ Emergency procedures

□ Hours of operation/work

□ Parking

□ Procedures for arrival & departure

□ Procedures for reporting absences

□ Overtime policies

□ Policies about the use of company phone

□ Confidentiality Policies

□ Pay periods

□ Vacation policy

□ Holiday policy

□ Technology usage

• Cell phone

• Email

• Internet (facebook, myspace, etc.)

• Text messaging

• Ipods, MP3 players, etc.

□ Describe employee benefits such as:

• Discounts

• Educational assistance

OTHER COMPANY POLICIES

□ ____________________

□ ____________________

Be sure that your intern is well informed about the following procedures 
and cultural norms to ensure they understand the rules of your workplace. 
This is critical to their ability to fit in and become part of the team.



CTE Students: Internship Evaluation

Evaluation Questions
Strongly 

Agree
Agree

Neither 

Agree Nor 

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly 

Disagree
N/A

Overall

Overall, I had a positive internship experience.

I benefited from my CTE internship experience.

I would consider future employment with the organization.

I feel like I can make better choices about my college and career path after having this 

experience.

Content/Experience

My  internship experience increased my  understanding of what skills are required to 

pursue a career path in my company.

My  internship experience increased my  technical skills (skills related to your specific job).

My  internship experience increased my  employability skills  (fundamentals, work/ethic, 

problem solving, interpersonal, computer literacy).

My  internship experience increased my  understanding of what education is needed to 

pursue a career path in my company.

My internship was related to the career program I am studying in school.

The experience made me more interested in pursuing a career in the field.

The related CTE course taught in school helped me to succeed on the internship.

I felt prepared to complete the work asked of me.

I believe I can apply skills I learned in the internship to success in college and/or career.

I found myself needing to use skills I learned from core academic classes such as English 

and Math.

Coaching / Training

I was given a coach/supervisor at the work site throughout my work experience.

My coach/supervisor provided me with the training/feedback needed to do my job well.

My coach/supervisor helped me network with others within the organization.

My coach/supervisor was available to answer questions, discuss issues or problems during 

my work experience.

My coach/supervisor inquired about my future plans for college and career.

My coach/supervisor inquired if I would like to work for the organization on a permanent 

basis after graduation.

I plan on staying in contact with my coach/supervisor.

My CTE internship contact (Partner Development Liaison) was available to answer 

questions, discuss issues or problems during my work experience.

Information
• Date of Evaluation
• Student Name & Student ID
• School Name & CTE Program
• Internship Supervisor Name & Supervisor Title
• Company/Organization Name
• Beginning Date of Employment & End Date of Employment
• Hourly Salary (if paid)
• Hours worked/week

Position Description (Briefly describe the work you completed):

What did you like about your CTE internship experience?

What improvements would you recommend?



Internship Supervisor: Student Evaluation 

Information
• Date of Evaluation
• Student Name & Student ID
• School Name & CTE Program
• Internship Supervisor Name, Title, Phone & Email
• Company/Organization Name

WORK ETHIC / CHARACTER YES or NO NA

Appearance/Hygiene

Timeliness

Oratory/Speaking

WORK ETHIC / CHARACTER

1 = Below 

Standard/Expectation

2 = Meets 

Standard/Expectation

3 = Exceeds 

Standard/Expectation NA

Attitude

Accountability/Integrity

Self Control

Ambition/Initiative

PROBLEM SOLVING NA

Supervision

Procedure/Rule Following

Problem Solving Approach

Information Management

INTERPERSONAL NA

Verbal Communication

Active Listening

Feedback

Teamwork  ≥2 people

COMPUTER NA

Computer Literacy

ADDITIONAL ON-THE-JOB COMPETENCIES NA

Work Quality

Written Communication

Time Management

TIMELINESS

# of Days Absent (Excused*)

# of Days Absent 

(Unexcused**)

# of Days Tardy

Please evaluate the student on the following key 21st century career readiness skills. If you did not sufficiently observe the 
skill to make an accurate assessment, please mark NA.

*Excused: Student has informed employer that they will not be present for reasons of illness, field trip, or other CPS excused absence

**Unexcused: Student has failed to inform employer of absence



Internship Supervisor: Student Evaluation (p.2)

Strongly 

Agree
Agree

Neither 

Agree Nor 

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly 

Disagree
N/A

The CTE student intern performed better than expected.

The CTE student intern performed on par with other employees in this 

position.

The CTE student intern out-performed compared to other employees in this 

position.

I felt the CTE student intern had a strong sense of their goals for college and 

career attainment.

If I had openings, I would consider hiring this student part-time or full-time 

after graduation.

I enjoyed supervising the CTE student intern and personally benefited from 

the engagement. 

Supervising the CTE student intern increased my management skills.

• Overall Student Assessment (quality of work, professionalism, attitude, technical skills, etc.)

• Areas of Strength

• Areas for Development

• Other Comments (Please include an explanation of absences/tardiness if relevant):

Mentoring Certification Prep Support Internships Curriculum Development

Guest Speakers Site Visits Cooperative Education Staff Development

Project-based Learning Job Shadows Industry Advisory Councils Staff Recruiting

I am interested in/would like to continue participating in the following types of experiences with CPS (check all that 
apply):

 I am interested in offering this student an extended internship position during the upcoming school year. If you check 
this box, you will be contacted by your CPS CTE Partner Development Liaison.

(Supervisor Assessment of Student Continued)



PURPOSE & BENEFITS OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

Employers often express concern that the education system does not prepare people with the type of work readiness and 
technical skills to meet their business needs. Students on the other hand are disengaged in classroom learning because it lacks 
real world relevancy. When both students and employers can collaborate to combine classroom learning with the application of 
knowledge and skills in the workplace, education becomes more engaging to students and better serves the needs of the 
business community.

BENEFITS TO STUDENTS

• See firsthand the connection between classroom education and work
• Explore interest in a particular career area
• Further develop work readiness skills
• Build resume and improve future employability 
• Explore career choices prior to making long-term college and career investments 
• Earn wages while learning from skilled professionals

BENEFITS TO EMPLOYERS

• Discover and pre-screen potential employees
• Secure reliable part-time help
• Improve the skill level of future workers
• Improve community relations by helping local youth with employment and education
• Support provided certified training liaison (cooperative education teacher)

CTE Co-op Programs 

Co-op  is a year-long, employer-based  earn & learn program for 
CTE’s most promising seniors. 

Cooperative education programs are designed to give on-the-job advanced skills training in a chosen CTE pathway.

GOAL OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION AT CTE

Cooperative education (a.k.a. ‘coop’ or ‘work study’) is intended as a year-long, work-based learning experience for CTE’s most 
promising senior CTE students. Cooperative education programs are designed to give on-the-job advanced skills training in a 
chosen CTE pathway.

TOP ELEMENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM

 Aligns with Student Interests: Students are more apt to be engaged and perform well on the job when their work 
experience closely links to their personal and career interests

 Considers Employer Needs: The best cooperative placements are mutually beneficial and serve both the student’s 
interests and the goals of the employer

 Includes Strong Employer Mentorship/Supervision: Students are most successful when placed with an appropriate 
workplace mentor defined as someone comfortable working with youth and capable of providing the needed training, 
guidance, and feedback

 Incorporates Strong Teacher Supervision: Students (especially those new to a workplace environment) benefit from the 
support of coaching; CPS requires at least 1 site visit/quarter and 1 point of contact with the employer per month 

 Based on Written Training Plan / Agreement: Developing a well defined training agreement agreed upon by the employer, 
teacher, student, and parent/guardian is critical to ensure training expectations are clear for all parties



Industry Partner:
Employer Responsibilities

GOAL OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION AT CTE

Cooperative education (a.k.a. ‘coop’ or ‘work study’) is intended as a year-long, work-based learning experience for 
CTE’s most promising senior CTE students, designed to give on-the-job advanced skills training in a chosen CTE 
pathway 

BENEFITS TO STUDENTS

• See firsthand the connection between classroom education and work
• Explore interest in a particular career area
• Further develop work readiness skills
• Build resume and improve future employability 
• Explore career choices prior to making long-term college and career investments 
• Earn wages while learning from skilled professionals

BENEFITS TO EMPLOYERS

• Discover and pre-screen potential employees
• Secure reliable part-time help
• Improve the skill level of future workers
• Improve community relations by helping local youth with employment and education
• Support provided certified training liaison (cooperative education teacher)

EMPLOYER RESPONSIBILITIES

• STUDENT SELECTION: The employer is responsible for reviewing employment applications, interviewing candidates 
and selecting the student(s) they wish to hire.

• TRAINING/WORK REQUIREMENTS: Employers must provide 10-20 student work hours per week during the school year. 
Student must complete a minimum of 180 hours of training per semester in order to qualify for credit. Training 
provided should be based on mutually agreed upon training plan. 

• SUPERVISION: Employers must provide a supervisor for each cooperative education student employed. Supervisors 
must be available to train, provide supplemental guidance, and adequately assess student progress on their agreed 
upon training plan. 

• STUDENT ASSESSMENT: The employer is responsible for completing an evaluation of the student’s progress and 
behavior on a semester basis. Employer will be available for at least one phone conversation per month and one 
site visit per quarter. It is the employer’s responsibility to call the teacher if difficulties arise, changes are necessary,
or a lay-off or termination of employment seems likely.

• COMPLIANCE WITH STATE LAW: The employer is subject to the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act, Minimum 
Wage Laws, Workmen’s Compensation, Americans with Disabilities Act, and the Civil Rights Act.

Co-op gives students on-the-job advanced skills training in a 
chosen career and technical pathway.



WHAT IS COOPERATIVE EDUCATION?
Cooperative education (a.k.a. ‘co-op’ or ‘work study’) is intended as a year-long, work-based learning experience for CTE’s most
promising senior CTE students, designed to give on-the-job advanced skills training in a chosen CTE pathway.

As a participant, you will develop an Individualized Cooperative Education Plan aligned to your career cluster. This should include both 
technical and employability skills training agreed upon by you and your co-op teacher and employer. You will be assessed based on 
performance to this co-op plan, making sure you get opportunities to incorporate feedback  from teacher site visits and your supervisor 
assessment. You supervisor assessment is based on the same Employability Assessment that your teachers have used since you started 
participating in CTE. 

WHAT DO I GET OUT OF IT?
 See firsthand the connection between classroom education and work
 Explore interest in a particular career area
 Further develop work readiness skills
 Build resume and improve future employability 
 Explore career choices prior to making long-term college and career investments 
 Earn wages while learning from skilled professionals

AM I ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE I CO-OP?
• Be a high school senior and at minimum 16 years old
• Have strong interest in being placed in a job directly related to your CTE pathway
• Have completed at minimum the training course (2nd year course) in CTE
• Have an individualized plan linked to advanced skills in CTE pathway and agreed upon by you, your teacher and your employer
• Have met the CTE employability skills assessment requirement of “Yes” in all Fundamental Skills and a ≥2 in all Character Skills; 

Students that do not meet this qualification can choose in-school work for the first semester if necessary
• Be able to work a minimum of 180 hours/semester which equates to approximately 10 hours/week

HOW DO I PARTICIPATE IN CO-OP? 
 TBD
 X
 X
 X
 X

IS THERE A SPECIAL CODE THAT I NEED TO FOLLOW?
In accepting a cooperative education position, you are committing to adhere to the rules and disciplinary actions set forth in the CPS 
Uniform Discipline Code as well as the employers’ code of conduct. If your conduct or attitude becomes unsatisfactory in school or on 
the job, conferences with your parent/guardian, teacher and employer will be held and could result in the loss of credit.

Attendance is a very important part of this code. You are expected to report to work each day outlined in the signed training plan. You 
must complete a minimum of 180 hours/semester (~10 hours/week). If you are unable to attend school on a given day, you will not be 
able to work at the job site on that day. Its school and work, not school or work.
• You are responsible for calling both the school and job site when absent or tardy. 
• Quitting or being discharged from a job because of chronic tardiness or dishonesty may result in dismissal from cooperative 

education with loss of credit.
• You cannot resign or discontinue a job until you discusses your situation with your parent/guardian, teacher, and employer.

CTE Students:
Cooperative Education Opportunity

If you are one of CTE’s most promising seniors co-op is a chance 
for you to spend a year earning and learning with an employer. 



CTE Teachers & Coordinators:
Student Co-op Support

GOALS: HELPING YOUNG ADULTS TRANSFORM FROM STUDENT TO PROFESSIONAL

• Students engage in meaningful, responsible adult work supporting their path to independence
• Students strengthen and improve their academic, technical and employability skills
• Students understand their interests and abilities as they relate to the world of work the 21st century economy
• Students gain a better understanding of how school relates to work as they use their “school” skills in real world conditions
• Students gain a better understanding between work, personal income and lifelong earning
• Students understand the importance of relationships with people different from themselves

PLACEMENT OF STUDENTS

One of the primary duties of a Cooperative Education Teacher is placement of students. Students should be placed by the 
20th day of school. Those students who have not found or do not qualify for employment may (a) be placed in school-based 
work experiences, or (b) choose an alternate course. Student job placement continues to be a responsibility of the 
cooperative education teacher, however beginning in the 2011-12 academic year, CTE’s partnership development team will 
provide assistance in sourcing positions.

Cooperative education positions must:
• Provide a meaningful work experience directly related to student’s chosen career cluster
• Occur in a safe, supportive environment
• Have a specific workplace supervisor responsible for ensuring workplace duties meet objectives set forth in the students 

individualized academic plan and monitoring progress against these objectives
• Allow for a minimum of 180 hours/semester worked during the school year (~10 hours/week)

Note: In order to qualify for cooperative education experiences outside of the school, enrolled students must have “Yes” in all 
Fundamental Skills and ≥2 in all Character Skills on the Employability Skills Assessment. If a student enrolled in Co-op does not 
meet these requirements, he or she should be assigned to school-based job.  Alternatively, the student could be re-assigned to 
an alternate course rather than Coop.

DEVELOPING INDIVIDUALIZED COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PLANS

Each student participating in cooperative education is required to develop a training plan for the school year. This plan 
should include both technical and employability skills training agreed upon by the Co-op Teacher, employer, and student. 
Each student must be assessed based on performance to their individualized cooperative education plan, making sure to 
incorporate feedback both from teacher site visits and mentor assessment.

MONITORING PROGRESS

In order to ensure student placement meets the academic requirements detailed in the student’s individualized cooperative 
education plan and to adequately assess student performance, Coop teachers are required to conduct site visits.

Requirements for site visits:
Occur on-site at minimum 1/quarter per student and at minimum 1 contact/month (email, phone, or in person)
Include 1:1 meeting with student’s mentor at each visit where the student’s progress towards the individualized cooperative 
education plan is reviewed

ONLINE REPORTING

All Coop teachers are required to enter monthly work-based learning data on each student based on worksite visits, mentor 
assessment, and student’s in-class reflections. Information is due on the same day that grades are due for your school (every 
5 weeks). 

Co-op  is a year-long, employer-based  earn & learn program for 
CTE’s most promising seniors. 



CTE Co-op Calendar of Activities

Teacher 
Management 
Responsibilities

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 Summer

Placement of Students Before 20th Day √ (juniors)
√ (juniors with 
support from 

PDT)

Partnership 
Development Team 
(PDT) help in sourcing 
opportunities*

Before 20th Day √ (juniors) √ (juniors)

Development of 
Individual Cooperative 
Education Plan

√

Report Student 
Placement (Online 
Reporting)

Every 5 Weeks Every 5 Weeks Every 5 Weeks Every 5 Weeks

Student 
Grades/Performance 
Assessment 
(Completed by the 
Teacher)

Every 5 Weeks Every 5 Weeks Every 5 Weeks Every 5 Weeks

Site Visits (1/student) √ √ √ √

Employer Contact 
(1/student)

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Employer Assessment 
of Student

√ √

Student Self 
Evaluation

√ √

Employer Assessment 
of the Program

√

Student Assessment 
of the Program

√

Student Applications 
Due (Juniors)

√

*NOTE: Teachers are ultimately responsible for sourcing positions – with some help from PDT.



Teacher Requirements for  Co-op Management

TEACHER REQUIREMENTS

In order to teach cooperative education, potential Co-op instructors need to have the following:

1. A valid teacher certificate (type 09) with CTE endorsement or provisional certification

2. Minimum of 2,000 hours of paid industry experience in the field in which the teacher is teaching. 

• To verify the industry experience, ISBE/CPS requires letter(s) from employer(s) detailing work 
experience(s) that are directly related to the content that the teacher teaches.  The letter 
must: 
 Prove that work was both paid and completed outside of the education or teaching 

profession 
 Include dates of employment 
 Include number of hours of experience directly related to the content to be taught 
 Include description of specific duties directly related to the content to be taught 

• Should the company that the teacher worked for now be defunct, the teacher can produce a 
sworn and notarized affidavit that includes the following: 
 Name and place of employment with supervisor's name 
 Dates of employment; whether it was full- or part-time 
 Number of hours of experience directly related to the content to be taught 
 Description of specific duties directly related to the content to be taught 

3. 24 semester hours in the specialty area which shall include a methods course in occupational 
education.

4. Six (6) semester hours of coursework in Organization and Administration of Cooperative 
Occupational Education and Coordination Techniques for Cooperative Occupational Education.

• Area Universities Offering Credit Hours
• Chicago State University
• Eastern Illinois University
• Illinois State University
• Joliet Junior College

• Online Courses
• Southern Illinois University Carbondale

5. Teachers must be able to gather essential data, obtain the necessary support in the employment 
community, identify and counsel students who can profit from the instruction, organize work with 
advisory committees, and provide facilities and instruction materials. 



Co-op Occupational Areas & Courses

COURSE ENROLLMENT

Schools who must enroll students in a mixed class (with students from multiple disciplines) should use the 
interrelated cooperative education course codes. However, class work should continue to tie to each student’s 
primary pathway. 

The preferred cooperative education courses are listed below.

Program Course Name

Accounting Cooperative Education

Accounting Related 

Accounting Work Experience

Data Processing Cooperative Education

DPO Related 

DPO Work Experience

Family and Consumer Sciences

FACS Related 

FACS Work Experience

Industrial Cooperative Education

ICE Related 

ICE Work Experience

Marketing Cooperative Education

MO Related 

MO Work Experience

Office Occupations

OO Related 

OO Work Experience

Interrelated Cooperative Education

Interrelated CE Related

Interrelated Work Experience

ABOUT INTERRELATED COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

Students enrolled in any of the occupational areas may enroll in interrelated cooperative education. The program 
must be coordinated by a teacher who is qualified in any one of the five occupational areas (agriculture, business, 
family and consumer science, industrial, health). The teacher, however, places students in all areas and provides 
related instruction for all students enrolled. Interrelated cooperative education is conducted in the same manner 
as other regular CE courses.



Individualized Cooperative Education Plan

CONTACT INFORMATION

Student Name_______________________School___________________________Date___________

Student Email _________________________Student ID _________________Phone______________

Teacher Name_____________________________ Teacher Phone_____________________________

Teacher Email_______________________________________________________________________

Company/Employer Name_____________________________________________________________

Company/Employer Address___________________________________________________________

Supervisor Name ________________________Supervisor Title_______________________________

Supervisor Phone_______________________ Supervisor Email_______________________________

KEY QUESTIONS

1. Expected Work Schedule (e.g. Monday, Wednesday, Friday 2:00-6:30)

2. Description of Cooperative Education Work Experience 

3. Technical Skills (Describe all technical skills that students will be expected to learn while on the job)

4. Employability Skills (Describe employability skills that student will focus on during the course of the job)

5. Required Reading (List any books/resources required as part of work experience)

CTE STAFF SIGNATURE & DATE:

INTERN'S SIGNATURE & DATE:

SITE SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE & DATE:



Co-op Teacher Site Visit Checklist

SITE INFORMATION

Date___________ 

Student Name_______________________School___________________________

Company/Employer Name_____________________________________________________________

Supervisor Name ________________________Supervisor Title_______________________________

Overall Site Feedback (Strengths, highlights, concerns/areas of improvement):

CTE STAFF SIGNATURE & DATE:

Checklist Comments

General Site Information

Site is a safe environment for student learning

Employer is complying with Child Labor Laws

Employer is providing sufficient time on job (~10 hrs/wk)

Colleagues are supportive of student learning

Supervision

Supervisor or proxy is onsite

Supervisor clearly understands students goals

Supervisor provides adequate performance feedback/update

Work Content

Work is related to student’s CTE program

Work is tied to student’s training plan 

Work is appropriate given student’s abilities 

Work prepares student for future career in field

Work meets needs of employer

Student Observations 

Student understands what is expected of them

Student has been adequately trained to complete work

Student is able to complete work asked of them



CTE Students: Co-op Employer Evaluation

Strongly 

Agree
Agree

Neither Agree 

Nor Disagree
Disagree

Strongly 

Disagree
N/A

Overall

I benefited from my cooperative education experience.

I would consider future employment with the organization.

I feel like I can make better choices about my college and career path after having 

this experience.

Placement

I found a job placement on my own.

CPS helped find me a job placement.

It was difficult to find a job placement.

Content/Experience

My work experience was related to the career program I am studying in school.

The experience made me more interested in pursuing a career in the field.

The related CTE course taught in school helped me to succeed on the job.

I felt prepared to complete the work asked of me.

I learned new skills on the job that will help me in both college and my career.

I found myself needing to use skills I learned from core academic classes such as 

English and Math.

Coaching / Training

I was given a coach/supervisor at the work site throughout my work experience.

My coach/supervisor provided me with the training/feedback needed to do my job 

well.

My coach/supervisor helped me network with others within the organization.

My coach/supervisor was available to discuss issues or problems during my work 

experience.

My teacher was available to discuss issues or problems during my work experience.

My coach/supervisor inquired about my future plans for college and career.

My coach/supervisor inquired if I would like to work for the organization on a 

permanent basis after graduation.

I plan on staying in contact with my coach/supervisor.

Information
• Date of Evaluation
• Student Name & Student ID
• School Name & CTE Program
• Co-op Supervisor Name, Title, Phone, Email
• Company/Organization Name
• Beginning Date of Employment & End Date of Employment
• Hourly Salary (if paid) & Hours worked/week

Position Description (Briefly describe the work you completed):

What did you like about your cooperative education experience?

What improvements would you recommend?



CTE Students: Self Assessment

Strongly 

Agree
Agree

Neither Agree 

Nor Disagree
Disagree

Strongly 

Disagree
N/A

Overall

I benefited from my cooperative education experience.

I would consider future employment with the organization.

I feel like I can make better choices about my college and career path after having 

this experience.

Placement

I found a job placement on my own.

CPS helped find me a job placement.

It was difficult to find a job placement.

Content/Experience

My work experience was related to the career program I am studying in school.

The experience made me more interested in pursuing a career in the field.

The related CTE course taught in school helped me to succeed on the job.

I felt prepared to complete the work asked of me.

I learned new skills on the job that will help me in both college and my career.

I found myself needing to use skills I learned from core academic classes such as 

English and Math.

Coaching / Training

I was given a coach/supervisor at the work site throughout my work experience.

My coach/supervisor provided me with the training/feedback needed to do my job 

well.

My coach/supervisor helped me network with others within the organization.

My coach/supervisor was available to discuss issues or problems during my work 

experience.

My teacher was available to discuss issues or problems during my work experience.

My coach/supervisor inquired about my future plans for college and career.

My coach/supervisor inquired if I would like to work for the organization on a 

permanent basis after graduation.

I plan on staying in contact with my coach/supervisor.

Information
• Date of Evaluation
• Student Name & Student ID
• School Name & CTE Program
• Co-op Supervisor Name, Title, Phone, Email
• Company/Organization Name

Position Description (Briefly describe the work you completed):

What did you like about your cooperative education experience?

What improvements would you recommend?



Co-op Supervisor: Student Evaluation 

Information
• Date of Evaluation
• Student Name & Student ID
• School Name & CTE Program
• Co-op Supervisor Name, Title, Phone & Email
• Company/Organization Name

WORK ETHIC / CHARACTER YES or NO NA

Appearance/Hygiene

Timeliness

Oratory/Speaking

WORK ETHIC / CHARACTER

1 = Below 

Standard/Expectation

2 = Meets 

Standard/Expectation

3 = Exceeds 

Standard/Expectation NA

Attitude

Accountability/Integrity

Self Control

Ambition/Initiative

PROBLEM SOLVING NA

Supervision

Procedure/Rule Following

Problem Solving Approach

Information Management

INTERPERSONAL NA

Verbal Communication

Active Listening

Feedback

Teamwork  ≥2 people

COMPUTER NA

Computer Literacy

ADDITIONAL ON-THE-JOB COMPETENCIES NA

Work Quality

Written Communication

Time Management

Please evaluation the student on the following key 21st century career readiness skills. If you did not sufficiently observe 
the skill to make an accurate assessment, please mark NA.

Overall Student Self Assessment (quality of work, professionalism, attitude, technical skills, etc…)

Areas of Strength (areas where I am strongest – work ethic, problem solving, technical skills, etc..)

Areas for Development (areas where I could benefit from further development– work ethic, problem solving, technical skills, 
etc..)

Other Comments (Please include an explanation of absences/tardiness if relevant)



Co-op Supervisor: Student Evaluation (p.2)

Strongly 

Agree
Agree

Neither 

Agree Nor 

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly 

Disagree
N/A

The co-op student performed better than expected.

The CTE co-op student performed on par with other employees in this 

position.

The CTE co-op student n out-performed compared to other employees in this 

position.

I felt the CTE co-op student had a strong sense of their goals for college and 

career attainment.

If I had openings, I would consider hiring this student part-time or full-time 

after graduation.

I enjoyed supervising the CTE co-op student and personally benefited from 

the engagement. 

Supervising the CTE co-op student increased my management skills.

• Overall Student Assessment (quality of work, professionalism, attitude, technical skills, etc…)

• Areas of Strength

• Areas for Development

• Other Comments (Please include an explanation of absences/tardiness if relevant):

(Supervisor Assessment of Student Continued)



Co-op Partner: Co-op Program Evaluation

Information
Company/Employer Name:
Participating School Names (list all):

Position Description (Briefly describe the work of the student(s)

Overall Program Feedback (Strengths, highlights, concerns/areas of improvement):

Strongly 

Agree
Agree

Neither Agree 

Nor Disagree
Disagree

Strongly 

Disagree

My organization benefited from having cooperative education 

student(s).

The student(s) were well prepared to complete the work required.

I would consider hiring another student.

I would like to continue working with students from this/these 

school(s).

The teacher-coordinator(s) was/were available to address any problems 

and concerns.

CPS provided sufficient support in helping our organization tailor the 

work experience for the academic/training needs of our students

Appearance/Hygiene Attitude Verbal Communication Problem Solving Feedback

Timeliness Accountability/Integrity Written Communication Ambition/Initiative Teamwork

Oratory/Speaking Self Control Procedure/Rule Following Active Listening Computer Literacy

Mentoring Certification Prep Support Internships Curriculum Development

Teacher Support & Guest Speakers Site Visits Cooperative Education Staff Development

Project-based Learning Job Shadows Industry Advisory Councils Staff Recruiting

My cooperative education student(s) had sufficient preparation in the following areas (check all that apply):

I have participated in the following types of experiences with CPS (check all that apply):

I am interested in/would like to continue participating in the following types of experiences with CPS (check all that 
apply):

Mentoring Certification Prep Support Internships Curriculum Development

Guest Speakers Site Visits Cooperative Education Staff Development

Project-based Learning Job Shadows Industry Advisory Councils Staff Recruiting



CTE Dress Codes for Work-Based Learning

Appearance is part consumer marketing and part professional armor.
I. You represent not only yourself but CPS, CTE, and your school. We strive to impress on 

employers that you are young professionals as well as students.
II. Your dress can be a bridge to a new culture and protect you from feeling uncomfortable in a 

new environment.

* Items are NOT allowed unless specified by Host Company 
as appropriate.

1. All clothes must be clean and wrinkle-free.
2. Men’s shirts such as Polo or Button-Up Shirts must 

have a collar and sleeves. 
• Shirts should fit correctly; not oversized or tight
• No graphic prints on shirts or undershirts
• Shirts must be buttoned except for the collar 

button
• Shirts must be tucked in and stay tucked in when 

moving and bending. Skin must NOT be visible 
between the pants and the shirt. 

• No hoodies should be worn
3. Men’s pants must be properly fitting slacks 

• Pants cannot be baggy, sagging or tight
• A belt must be worn properly 
• Jeans or shorts are not appropriate *

4. Women’s shirts must have a tailored collar and 
sleeves.  
• Shirts must fit correctly; not too oversized or 

tight
• No graphic prints on shirts, undershirts or 

undergarments for women
• Shirts must be buttoned except for the collar 

button. No cleavage for women
• Shirts must be long enough to be tucked in. Skin 

must NOT be visible between the pants or skirt 
and the shirt

• No cropped sweaters, vests or jackets for 
women

• No hoodies can be worn
5. Women  must wear an appropriate skirt or well-

fitting pants
• Pants and skirts cannot be baggy, sagging or tight
• Women may not wear wide belts
• Jeans, shorts and capri pants are NOT allowed

6. Skirts must be to the knee and not high-waisted or 
form-fitting

7. Professional grooming is required. This 
includes:
• Showering 
• Using deodorant
• Brushing your teeth
• Using no or minimal cologne or perfume 

8. Hair should be kept clean and neat.
• No wild hairstyles
• Should not be dyed an unnatural color

9. Men should be clean shaven and facial hair 
should be neatly trimmed 

10. Visible body jewelry and tattoos are NOT 
allowed.
• Men’s jewelry should not be visible except 

for a ring and watch
• Men should not wear earrings
• Women may wear 1 ring per hand, a watch 

or bracelet and 1 simple necklace, one set of 
earrings no longer than 1 inch 

11. Shoes must be clean and of a business design.
• Athletic shoes/sneakers/tennis shoes are 

NOT allowed*  
• Women’s open-toed, knee high or backless 

shoes should be left at home 
• Winter boots should not be worn
• Women should wear heels that are less than 

2 inches
• Men should wear dark colored socks

12. Fingernails should be kept clean, trimmed and 
a have no color, or neutral color without 
designs or embellishments

13. Women’s make-up should be natural looking 
with neutral colors

14. Music playing devices (such as iPods) should 
NOT be seen or used

15. Cell phones should be turned off or set on 
silent, and should not interrupt for any reason

DRESS CODES 



Talking Points

Most opportunities are generated from an enthusiastic, 
informative and honest conversation between two people. 

STUDENT TO HOST

1. What did you want to do for a career when you were my age?

2. What was your first job?

3. How many jobs have you had?

4. How did you get the job you have now?

5. What was your favorite job?

6. What is the part of the job you love the most?

7. What is the part of the job you dislike the most?

8. What type of education did you need to get your job?

9. Where do you want to be in five years?

10. Is there anything you would have done differently?

HOST TO STUDENT

1. What about your future excites you most?

2. What do you think your strongest skills are?

3. What are the various careers you are thinking about besides this one?

4. What is it about these career choices you think would be interesting?

5. Do you have an idea of what type of education you might need?

6. Do you have a plan to achieve these career and education goals?

7. Are you worried about being able to achieve your goals? 

8. Is there any advice or information I can give you to help you make a plan or 
achieve your goals?

9. Where do you want to be in five years?

10. Is there anything you would have done differently?



Mentoring

Students need to have trusting relationships with caring 
adults in addition to their parents and teachers. 

GOALS

• To develop trusting relationships between a young person and his/her peers and adults

EVIDENCE

• A study of the Big Brothers Big Sisters (BBBS) program found mentored youth skipped half as many days of school as 
control youth, felt more competent about doing schoolwork, skipped fewer classes, and showed modest gains in their 
grade point averages. These gains were strongest among Little Sisters, particularly minority Little Sisters.

• BBBS youth involved in relationships that lasted more than a year displayed a great deal of benefit from the 
relationship, whereas those who were involved in a mentoring relationship that ended after only 3-6 months did not 
show any notable benefits, and those who had a mentor for a period of less than three months actually felt less 
confident about academics and had a lower self-esteem. 

• BBBS-mentored youth were 46 percent less likely than controls to initiate drug use during the study period, especially 
for minority Little Brothers and Little Sisters, who were 70 percent less likely to initiate drug use than similar minority 
youth.

• A study of the Sponsor-A-Scholar program found that when mentors knew the mentee’s family, the youth were more 
likely to get better grades and much more likely to attend college after high school.

• Students in Sponsor-A-Scholar who already had good academic habits did not show any improvement, but the 
students who initially had the lowest grades, the least family support, and seemed the least motivated when entering 
the program showed the most substantial improvements. Youth must show some motivation to be eligible for the 
program in the first place, and so some of the most at-risk youth were never admitted to the program.

BEST PROGRAM PRACTICES

 Compatibility of youth and mentor: Similarities in interests are important, but closeness in age or ethnicity are not. 
 Capability of mentor: Prior experience in helping roles or professions in areas such as education or direct-service work 

with youth is helpful, as is sensitivity to the mentee’s cultural and socioeconomic background.
 Consistency: Regular meetings are necessary for mutual trust and ease of contact to take root.
 Continuity: The greatest benefits come from relationships lasting at least a year
 Closeness: Therapeutic qualities such as empathy, authenticity, trust, and collaboration are important, and so is 

having fun. 
 Centeredness on youth’s developmental needs: Balance attention to youth’s needs for ownership, autonomy, and 

input with structure, integrated programming, and guidance.
 Connectedness: Benefits of mentoring accumulate, in part, through improvements in the mentee’s other relationships 

as well – with peers and parents.  Mentors should try to include other family members and peers in some activities. 

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

□ Time commitment and vigilant monitoring of matches: Require a one-year commitment from mentors and youth, 
including weekly face-to-face contact for a minimum of two hours. 

□ Rigorous mentor screening and pre-service training followed by monthly meetings for supervision, training, and 
support.

□ Pre-match training for youth to understand the expectations and opportunities of the mentor relationship 
□ Mentor-youth activities prior to matchmaking allow for skill-building and staff monitoring of the matches
□ Program staff confirms with both mentors and youth that meetings have actually happened
□ Programs must be adequately funded and realistic with regard to the number of youth served

Program Best Practices derived from:
American Youth Policy Forum , September 15, 2006, Jean E. Rhodes, Ph.D., David L. DuBois, Ph.D., Andrea Taylor, Ph.D.



Career Coaching

Career coaches help students explore career options, 
map pathways and achieve career goals.

GOALS

• Develop relationships between youth and industry professionals that help a young person expand their career 
horizons and understand and navigate a  particular career path

• Support youth to achieve their specific career goals by engaging in a goal-oriented, future-focused and action-
oriented process; unlike mentoring which can be focused on a more generally supportive, open-ended relationship

• Empower youth to use their own internal strengths, resources and other assets in finding solutions to their career 
concerns

EVIDENCE FROM VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE HIGH SCHOOL CAREER COACHING PROGRAM

During the 2008-2009 school year, career coaches served in 154 high schools across Virginia, providing one-on-one or small 
group coaching to over 57,000 students.
• 81% or greater satisfaction rate of students receiving coaching services based on the coaches interest in student 

career needs, knowledge of career information, and assistance in making career and college plans.
• 49% change in students without plans to continue to postsecondary education prior to meeting with the coach to 

having plans to continue to postsecondary education after meeting with a coach.
• 5% increase over three years in the number of recent graduates from high schools with a career coach that enroll in 

community college, as compared to enrollments before the high school had a career coach.
• 4% increase over three years in the number of Dual Enrollment students from high schools with a career coach, when 

compared to high schools without a coach.

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

 Program has a specifically designed Career Planning Guide that outlines roles, expectations, resources and activities
 All participants understand the distinction between career coaching versus mentoring or counseling; coaches focus on 

helping a young person achieve specific career goals versus personal mentoring or counseling which shapes attitudes 
or behaviors

 Career coaching should not be a stand-alone program but serve as an extension of the academic and career coaching 
students receive from parents/relatives and school staff

 Coaches commit to a minimum of 1 year; conduct monthly face-to-face sessions for a minimum of two hours and 
communicate at least 3 times monthly via email

 Coaches and youth complete pre-match training  to understand the structure, requirements and benefits of coaching
 Coaches  work in partnership with teachers, parents and school counselors to develop  individual career plans and 

portfolios 
 Coaches relate information on pathways, required schooling, and related employment using the Career Planning 

Guide
 Coaches help a young person discover their options and how to achieve them versus prescribing a particular path or 

option

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

 Managers use a technology-based solution to identify, track and manage coach/youth relationships
 Managers have knowledge of each youth’s specific career interests and goals prior to match
 Managers rigorously screen coaches to ensure they have adequate knowledge of their industry, adequate coaching 

skills and the time to commit for the full year
 Vigilant monitoring of matches to ensure they are focused on career planning as well as confirming with both coaches 

and youth are actually meeting
 Programs must be adequately funded and realistic regarding the number of youth served; programs should focus on 

quality not quantity of matches only scaling when enough qualified coaches are found
 Coaches do not manage youths personal issues or crises; coach should contact program manager and only proceed 

under the supervision of the manager until issue is resolved


